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DO YOU EVER FEEL THE DEEPLY ROOTED OBLIGATIONS OF YOUR LIFE AND JOB PULLING
and squishing you down tight to that one patch of place you call home as the years whiz by? The
chilly shade from a growing pile of discarded “someday” plans begins to creep up the back of the
neck. It’s a sense that can loom up into our consciousness as we reach certain life stages.
I think the urge to flee, to fly, to travel, to break free from mundane obligations is always
down there simmering away in our unconscious self. If the simmering builds up too much
pressure, it can explode into rabbit-running reckless impulse. Frequent travel can provide a nice,
controlled release.
In this issue, our focus is on the personal experiences of travel. We make generous space
for a travel essay that may be the longest piece we’ve had in the magazine to date: Dean Paul
Pierpoint’s introspective account of climbing Mount Kilimanjaro, at age 53. The essay is as much
about taming some personal anxieties as it is about hiking up the highest peak in Africa. Other

“I haven’t been traveling much lately, and
it seems that I’m logging more miles in my
dreams than ever before.”
NCC-connected travelers write about their adventures in France, Russia, and plenty of other exotic
destinations around the world.
As I worked on this issue, I found myself deeply affected by these travelogues. I suspect
the demon-taming theme that runs through Dr. Pierpoint’s adventure, and the discovery themes
of the other pieces, will have a similar affect on our many midlife readers, whether or not they
do much traveling.
The urge to roam isn’t easily suppressed. I haven’t been traveling much lately, and it seems
that I’m logging more miles in my dreams than ever before. Every night, either I’m back in the
town where I grew up, or I’m packing for a long drive from the Southwest where I lived for a
few years after college, or I’m wandering in some unfamiliar beach location; or, my favorite,
I’m stuck on a plane with a pilot who doesn’t know how to fly. Strange thing about that last one;
it isn’t frightening, just maddeningly tedious — I wake up extremely annoyed at having such a
dull dream, and frustrated that I wasted a whole night going nowhere with an inept pilot. Every
night of dreaming about pointless plane trips is a night not having dreams about — anything
more interesting.
Now where were we going before that little detour into self-incrimination? Yes, I had one
more observation about travel. Here it is: people always say that travel is liberating and mind
broadening, and that’s certainly the point of our articles here. But I know a guy who has to travel
constantly for his job. He takes no interest in the places he visits — he just gets off the plane and
conducts the same business in one place as he does in any other. He hates to travel, and I bet his
dreams are about being home with nothing to do and no schedules to keep.
But for most of us, breaking our routine, experiencing new places and people and attitudes
about life, is more than fun and refreshing. It’s necessary for our emotional well-being. And here’s
a tip. Reading about the travels of others serves very well to hold you over until the next time you
can get out and go somewhere different yourself. So enjoy our travelogue issue. u
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PuLSe
Campus NEWS and Scuttlebutt

What A Run!

LADY SPARTANS RULE!

lady
spartans
WIN GAMES...
AND HEARTS AROUND THE WORLD
CLOSE TO 300 FANS
hunkered down under hooded
sweatshirts and blankets on a
raw April afternoon to watch
NCC’s softball team complete
a weekend series with the Lady
Knights from Montgomery
College in Rockville, Md.
This wasn’t just any game.
Given the right outcome, the
Lady Spartans could surpass
one of the longest winning
streaks in the history of college
sports – the 92-0 consecutive
victories notched by Mia
Hamm and her teammates
on the University of North
Carolina soccer team in the
early 1990s.
The crowd was on edge.
The normally jovial head
coach, Sam Carrodo, was,
by his own admission, “a
basket case.” The players were
unphased. After knocking in
six runs in the first inning,
they maintained their usual
focus, adding four more by the
bottom of the fifth, and holding
opposing batters to one hit.
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The reality of what they
had accomplished did not seem
to sink in until after they left the
field. After posing for photos
and taking questions from the
media, they proceeded to the
Spartan Center for a celebration
befitting the milestone.
There the team that races
around the bases lingered late
into the afternoon, savoring the
cake the College surprised them

with, and the moment.
In the days that followed,
the Lady Spartans’ achievement
was chronicled in Sports Illustrated and in an AP wire story
that appeared in newspapers
from coast to coast, including
The New York Times. It was
mentioned on the “CBS Evening News with Katie Couric,”
on ESPN’s Web site, and on
Yahoo Sports in the United

Kingdom and Ireland.
Wherever the story was
told, it won the hearts and respect of a public appreciative
of the priorities of athletes who
go to college, work full or part
time, and play softball and play
it well, not for a million dollar
contract, but for the love of the
game and the experience of
being part of a team like NCC’s
Lady Spartans. u

THE STREAK BEGAN IN MARCH OF 2005 and was sustained by the following players over the next three
seasons: Melissa Bachert (2005), Katie Bee (2007), Lauren Bodine (2005), Robyn Carey (2005), Kellie Connolly (2006,
2007), Jennifer Davis (2005), Lana Good (2006), Crystal Hopping (2005), Nikki Jenson (2005, 2006), Jennifer Kiefer (2006),
Tamara Kilousky (2007), Lisa Klinger (2006, 2007), Kristy Kroll (2007), Kyle Lozier (2005), Janess Lyle (2005, 2006), Amanda
McGimpsey (2006, 2007), Caitlyn McGouldrick (2005), Jamye Mease (2005), Theresa Meluskey (2005), Tabitha Niceforo
(2006), Lauren Oswald (2007), Katie Pence (2007), Regina Renaldi (2005), Jamie Rider (2007), Roxanne Schisler (2006, 2007),
Katherine Sculley (2006, 2007), Anna Stem (2007), Jenna Turner (2006, 2007), Alexis Walker (2005, 2006), Chrysa Wassel
(2005). COACHES: Sam Carrodo assisted by Mike Carrodo, Jack Greene, Mark Greene, Janess Lyle and Robbie Robinson.
It ended on April 19 when the Lady Spartans dropped the second game of a doubleheader to Penn College after a 17-day
layoff due to unseasonably cold and wet weather. They came back strong, however, defeating their next opponent 37-0!

A FEW MORE STATS: During their 94 straight wins, the Lady Spartans notched 41 shutouts and outscored opponents
981 runs to 143.

Katie Bee (# 20 above) and the Lady Spartans brought international recognition to NCC with a 94-0 winning streak. Roxanne Schisler (lower left) models this
year’s practice shirt. While trying to stay warm, Jenna Turner, Katie Sculley, and Jamie Rider (l-r above) look optimistic about the outcome of the game in
which the team surpassed the 92-0 winning streak recorded by Mia Hamm and her soccer teammates at the University of North Carolina in the early 1990s.

In Other Sports News …
WRESTLING NCC’s wrestlers
placed 4th out of 67 teams at
the National Collegiate Wrestling
Association’s championships in
Dallas, Texas. Six NCC wrestlers
rated All-American status, including
David Iobst who took gold two
years in a row at 235 pounds. Other
Spartans who made All-American
were: Maurice Cook, Mario Giordano,
Jeffrey Rinker, Cody Struening and
Maurice Williams.
BASKETBALL Two members of
NCC’s men’s basketball team earned
All-State honors in the Pennsylvania
Collegiate Athletic Association. Mike
Myers and Calvin Robinson both were
accorded this honor. Coach Tyrone

Wright describes Myers, who is
majoring in business administration,
as a very smart player who can leap
and shoot and who is always aware
of what’s happening on the court. He
credits Robinson not only with being
a good shooter, but also with being a
leader for younger players. The team
posted its best season in 19 years,
finishing with an overall win-loss
record of 24-7 in their conference.
BOWLING NCC’s bowling team had
the second highest score out of 10
teams competing in the Pennsylvania
Collegiate Athletic Association state
tournament. Brandon Toothman
ranked 5th in singles with a 667 and
took 10th in All-Events with a score

TOP-RANDY MONCEAUX/LEFT-NCC STOCK/RIGHT-HUB WILLSON

of 1,885. Brandon Cuff and Shawn
Sigley placed 4th in doubles with
a combined score of 1,271. Sigley
rolled a 277 game in the team event.
VOLLEYBALL The men’s volleyball
team came in second to Harrisburg
Area Community College in the
Eastern Pennsylvania Collegiate
Conference tournament. The season
included two victories over local rival
Lehigh Carbon Community College.
TENNIS Gotta “love” the tennis
team. Under Jack Master, who
has been coaching at NCC for 29
years, the coed squad won seven
out of eight of their regular matches
and finished third in the state
tournament. Abby Searfoss made it

to the finals in both singles
and doubles.
LACROSSE One of the fastestgrowing sports in the U.S. is off to
a fast start at NCC. Thanks to the
initiative of enthusiastic students
like Joe Assise, NCC fielded a club
lacrosse team this spring. Next year,
the players hope to join the National
College Lacrosse League to form
the first varsity lacrosse team at
any two-year college in the state of
Pennsylvania.
BASEBALL Call them champs!
The men’s baseball team swept
the Eastern Pennsylvania Collegiate
Conference spring championship for
the second year in a row. u
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ExCEllenCe

When You’re Hot, You’re Hot

A SEMESTER TO

SAVOR

Left: David Cunningham, executive chef at Old Original Bookbinder’s restaurant, helps students put the finishing touches on a lobster,
shrimp and scallop salad for a special dinner at Hampton Winds. At right, guests take notes as Bianca Villani shares the secrets of
Southern Italian cooking in the new demo kitchen at NCC’s Fowler Family Southside Center. Villani’s “sous chef” (and straight man) is
her son-in-law, Bethlehem’s mayor John Callahan.
NORTHAMPTON
Community College is rapidly
becoming a culinary epicenter.
In February, Diane Stoneback,
food editor of The Morning
Call, invited Culinary Arts
Instructor Susan Roth and
her students to create recipes
that would give a shine to

4
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local Oscars parties. Several
weeks later when the executive
chef of the Old Original
Bookbinder’s restaurant spent
two days on campus as Chefin-Residence, tickets to the
gourmet dinner he created
with NCC’s culinary students
sold out almost as soon as they

went on sale. Reservations
for an “Evening in Paris”
and a “White House Dinner,”
concocted by NCC’s culinary
students and served by
hotel/restaurant management
students, also got snapped
up quickly. Across town,
throughout the semester, local

celebrity chefs dished about
the secrets of their success
while they dished out samples
of their specialties in NCC’s
sparkling new demo kitchen.
There’s always something
cooking at NCC. You can
count on it! u

PHOTOS BY RANDY MONCEAUX

Short & Sweet

WHAT’S IN A NAME

KRAUS DRAWING AWARD

Whew! The identity crisis is over. You
will be relieved to know that both
the bookstore and the library catalog
now have names. You can shop for
books and NCC apparel at “Pages,”
and search the holdings of the Paul
and Harriett Mack Library using
“SpartaCat.”

S. Campbell, the successful real
estate developer, businessman,
entrepreneur and philanthropist
who built the Westgate Mall. The
scholarship has been established in
perpetuity by the Harold S. Campbell
Charitable Foundation to assist
students with financial need who are
majoring in education, architecture
or business.

ACADEMIC ALL-STARS
Four NCC students have been named
to the All-Pennsylvania Academic
Team. Emaan Abdul-Majid, Jennifer
Danner, Ann Marie Parascando and
Karen Trebitz were chosen for this
honor on the basis of their academic
achievements and their commitment
to their college and community.
Parascando and Trebitz also became
the first two NCC students ever
selected for All-USA honors. Both
were mentioned in USA Today as
members of the second team.

ADDY AWARDS

THE AIR WE BREATHE

The annual competition honors the
memory of Patrick Kraus, a talented
artist who attended NCC in 1985-86.
This year, there were 51 entries.
Winners were Molly Devlin, Cynthia
Rossi, Catherine Gehris, Shawn
Achey and Amanda Dalesky.

A DAY ON THE HILL

For the fifth consecutive year,
a student from Northampton
Community College has won an
American Advertising Federation
(ADDY) Award. April Harold, a
communication design major,
received a bronze ADDY for her
poster promoting the Martin
Luther King, Jr. celebration at
the College.

NCC’s Electrotechnology Applications
Center (ETAC) has won another grant
to help businesses in Pennsylvania
improve efficiency and compliance
with environmental regulations. In
March, Governor Rendell announced
that ETAC will receive $150,000
from the Clean Air Fund to aid
manufacturers in using electron
beam technology to reduce air
pollution.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Thanks to a grant from Susquehanna
Patriot Bank, NCC will be able to
provide educational programs to
assist elementary and secondary
school teachers in improving
students’ ability to make sound
financial decisions. This is part of the
Economics Pennsylvania program
in which College Misericordia,
Millersville University and the
University of Scranton are also
involved.

Intent on keeping higher education
affordable and accessible, 29
students, faculty, staff and alumni
from NCC traveled to Washington,
D.C. this semester to advocate for
legislation and funding that would
enable community colleges to serve
students and their communities
better.

LEADERS OF TOMORROW
NEW SCHOLARSHIP
A new scholarship at NCC pays
tribute to the memory of Harold

LEFT AND TOP LEFT BY KEN EK/OTHERS-NCC STOCK

A grant from State Farm will enable
NCC students to develop leadership
skills and to be the kind of good

BriEFs

neighbors that State Farm highlights
in its ad campaigns. To foster
civic engagement, State Farm has
assembled a Youth Advisory Board
to evaluate and fund youth-led
projects that combine service to the
community with classroom learning.
NCC students will work with students
from Easton Area High School and
local officials to improve community
preparedness for flooding along the
Delaware River. The Youth Advisory
Board reviewed more than 360
proposals and funded 44. NCC was
the only college in Pennsylvania
chosen to participate.

A HANDSOME GIFT
Generosity of a different sort
has provided some handsome
office furniture for Institutional
Advancement’s new offices in
the Gates Center. A donation of
desks, tables and a credenza
from Corporate Environments of
Bethlehem has provided an attractive
workspace for staff and volunteers
meeting with alumni and donors. Inkind gifts like this one help to save
the College money and are much
appreciated.

GOOD GRADES
NCC’s Class of 2005 has spoken!
When asked to rate 15 aspects of
College life, alumni from the Class
of ’05 gave NCC particularly high
marks in quality of instruction in
their majors, general condition of
buildings and grounds, the attitude
of faculty toward students, and
variety of courses. Nine out of 10
respondents said their college
education improved the quality of
their lives. Of those who continued
their education, 97percent felt NCC
prepared them adequately or better
for further study. u
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eNVirONmeNT

Being Green – Easier Than You Think

caring for the

PLANET
(It’s the Only One We’ve Got!)

At right, Earth Day speaker Steve Goryl holds some of the litter he and other climbers removed from Mount Everest during the
Sagarmatha Environmental Expedition in 1994. The mountain of trash at left was collected from just one building at NCC in a single day
despite the presence of recycling containers on every floor.
BEFORE ST. PATRICK’S
Day you could find tempting
spe,cials on green apparel
in the College bookstore.
The fact of the matter is that
green is “in” every day of the
year at NCC.
“Recycling got off to a
slow start here,” recalls Donna
Acerra, the faculty member
who chairs the College’s
Environmental Task Force.
“Harold Weiss (associate
professor of philosophy) was
the one who got things rolling.
When he was the chair of the
College Life Committee, he
made recycling a priority.
Suddenly, recycling bins went
from so-so to full.”

6
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Now, recycling bins can
be found in every office and
throughout public spaces at
the College. Marvin Gruber,
assistant director of buildings
& grounds, estimates that
in the last six years, the
vigilance of students, faculty,
staff and visitors has kept
4,058 cubic yards of paper,
cardboard and commingled
trash out of local landfills.
Northampton’s recycling
program goes beyond paper
products to include cans,
bottles, printer cartridges and
electronics, such as batteries
and computer components.
And recycling is just one
focus. “The emphasis is

really on reducing and
reusing material, as well
as on recycling” says Jim
Johnson, the director of the
College’s print shop, who
writes a weekly column
called “Earth Tips” for the
College’s Web site.
Members of NCC’s
“green team” (aka the
Environmental Task Force,
a group composed of both
students and faculty) are
encouraged by increased
interest in the importance of
preserving finite resources.
Still, there is room
for improvement. To make
that point, on Earth Day
custodians stacked all of

the trash disposed of in one
day, in just one building on
Main Campus, in the back
of a pickup truck and parked
it on the Quad. The pile
overflowed the truck bed,
spilling out onto the ground.
According to Gruber,
the load was half what would
have been hauled out of the
College Center before the
recycling program started,
but the message was obvious:
When it comes to recycling,
reusing and reducing, we need
to redouble our efforts! u

PHOTOS-NCC STOCK

enGaGEment

Working Toward “Us”

Throughout the semester speakers and theatre productions didn’t shy away from asking thought-provoking questions about the role
race plays in our society. l-r, Dr. Frances Kendall at the Lear Symposium; a scene from “The Wheels on the Bus;” Dr. W. Wilson Goode,
former mayor of Philadelphia, delivering the keynote address during the celebration of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s life; Ashley Ivory and
DeShawn McIntyre in “A Lesson Before Dying.”

NCC Tackles a SENSITIVE Subject
THE DIALOGUE ABOUT
race at Northampton
Community College has not
been as noisy as the national
conversation triggered by Don
Imus’s remarks about the
women’s basketball players at
Rutgers. It began long before
the firestorm that followed
Imus’s outburst, and it will
continue after the media frenzy
has subsided.
According to Karen
Rhines, an associate professor
of psychology at NCC who
conducts workshops on
diversity for faculty and staff,
race is a subject many people
are uncomfortable talking
about, but conversation and
understanding go hand in hand.
The conversation has
taken many forms at NCC this
semester.
NCC’s annual birthday
fete for Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. has become one
of the largest events in the
area commemorating the

civil rights leader’s life and
legacy. Planned by a multiracial committee led by
Marcia Theadford of NCC’s
advising staff, this year’s
celebration focused on the
progress that has been made
“From Montgomery to the
New Millennium,” while
acknowledging that King’s
dream of a country where
individuals “will not be judged
by the color of their skin but by
the content of their character”
has yet to be achieved.
During Black History
Month, programming on the
Monroe Campus featured excerpts from “The Wheels on the
Bus,” an original theatre production created for the King tribute,
as well as the screening of a
documentary produced by the
Pocono Mountains Film Festival
based on the Langston Hughes’
poem, “A Dream Deferred.”
In March, the Lear
Symposium, held in
collaboration with the

LEFT BY KEN EK/ALL OTHER-RANDY MONCEAUX

YMCA and Crayola, also
focused on race. Dr. Frances
Kendall, an author and a
nationally recognized expert
on social justice, asserted
that “institutional racism
is so imbedded in our
institutions that we don’t even
see it’s there.” She told the
Caucasians in the audience,
“We’re born white, but our
behavior is not determined. …
We choose what to do about it.
We can speak up.”
Perhaps the most
provocative examination of race
was played out on the stage of
the Lab Theatre when theatre
majors enacted “A Lesson
Before Dying.” In this drama,
set in rural Louisiana in 1948, a
teacher, a sheriff’s deputy and
the audience learn about grace
and heroism from a young
African American, called a
“hog” by his own attorney.
Professor of Communications/Theatre Norman Roberts
said he selected the play long

before the Imus controversy
because “it is one of the best
in America having to do with
race.” It proved to be a timely
choice. u
BRING ME FORTH
By Rosa Cordero
Winner of the Martin Luther King,
Jr. Prose and Poetry Contest

Bring me forth to a time
Where there’s no black or white
Only a beautiful array of colors
Bring me forth to a time
Where there’s no young or old
Only time
Bring me forth to a time
Where there’s no anger or hate
Only patience and love
Bring me forth to a time
We won’t have to rush
Let us talk, take our time
Bring me forth to a time
Where there is an Us

SUMMER 2007 ● NCC
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STUDY BREAK
NCC students know a lot,
including how to have fun.
In those rare moments when
they weren’t in class or in the
library this semester, they:

enGaGEment

The WORLD is their

CLASSROOM
THEIR ROLES AS EDUCATORS

Gamely sampled everything
from cactus fruit to blood
oranges at “Weird Fruit Day”

Sang and danced for judges
and appreciative fans at the
“NCC Idol” competition won
by Myava Lobban for her
soulful performance of Luther
Vandross’ “Superstar”

Celebrated spring’s arrival by
organizing an impromptu picnic
outside the Spartan Center. u
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Passport To Learning

and as volunteers frequently take
NCC faculty and staff to other parts of
the world.
■ Last summer, Professor of
Biology PAM TABERY traveled to
Costa Rica with students and faculty
from Penn State who are studying
sea turtles. While there, she talked
with other rain forest researchers
about the possibility of offering similar
research opportunities to biology
students from NCC. She also lost her
glasses. As she tells the story, “While
measuring the shell of a sea turtle
who was covering her eggs at night,
my bifocals fell into the egg nest
and were lost forever. Some people
lose their hearts in San Francisco. I
lost my glasses in Costa Rica.” If
our students go to Costa Rica to do
research, she hopes they will “be on
the lookout for a baby turtle wearing
glasses!”
■ This winter, LYNNETTE
DALLMAN , who teaches speech
communications, was one of 100
volunteers chosen to travel to
Panama to deliver shoeboxes full of
school supplies, hygiene items and
gifts to children in villages outside of
Panama City.
■ FABIOLA ESPINAL ,
an NCC grad who now teaches in the
nursing department at NCC, recently
accompanied a group of nursing
students and faculty from DeSales
University to Mexico. There, they
spent a week helping out at a clinic
in the Mission Mazahua and making
house calls to patients who were
unable to travel. Espinal also serves
as a translator for a faculty member
from DeSales who is working with
a neonatologist in Mexico City to
institute hearing screenings for

infants born prematurely.
■ Service on the Commission
on International and Trans Regional
Accreditation has taken REBECCA
GORTON , director of early
childhood education programs at
NCC, to Brazil, China and Egypt. In
Cairo, she worked with two schools
that wanted to establish an “American
curriculum.” She observed at a
school in Brazil and worked with
Chinese educators on establishing an
accreditation system.
■ Assistant Professor of Early
Childhood Education BINA PATEL
is spending her sabbatical in India.
She has opened up communication
between members of NCC’s early
childhood education department and
their counterparts at a university in
India. They are now exchanging ideas
and information about best practices.
■ Associate Professor of
Electronics Technology KAREN
PARKER found the Turkish people
“warm and hospitable” when she
visited Turkish technical schools to
look into the possibility of offering
educational opportunities for their

students through Community Colleges
for International Development, Inc.
(CCID). She describes their electronics
programs as “surprisingly similar
to ours, even to the extent that they
use some of the same texts.” She
was also impressed with how fluent
faculty members were in English and
the fact that three of the technical
faculty members at one school were
women.
■ While spending a year
in Madagascar with her family,

SUSAN STIFEL continues to
teach special education classes
to students enrolled in distance
education classes at NCC. “I’ve
shared photos with them, and
we’ve had online discussions about
education in Madagascar,” Stifel said
in an interview with The ExpressTimes. “I think I’m giving them a
broader picture of special education
practices and issues, not only in the
U.S., but around the world.” One of
Stifel’s students took up a collection
to benefit elementary schools in
Madagascar where school supplies
are limited. u

Children at the Ivandry School in Madagascar delight in school
supplies provided by students from NCC.

LEFT CENTER PHOTO BY MUSTAFAH ABDULAZIZ/ ALL OTHERS NCC STOCK

Words Of Wisdom

“Our challenge
is to comfort
those who have
been shaken,
help those who
are vulnerable,
and endeavor to
restore the belief
that colleges are
special, enlightened places that
hold darkness
at bay.”
Assistant Professor of
History Sholomo Levy at
a service of remembrance
and support for the
victims of the tragedy
at Virginia Tech.

“I did not choose
for my parents
to be murdered,
nor to have my
leg injured, nor
to come to the
United States.
God chose me
to be a Sudanese
example. God
gave me a microphone. I cannot let
my countrymen
and innocent
women and children continue to
be killed.”
Benjamin Ajak, one of the
“Lost Boys of Sudan” who
escaped death by crossing
deserts, mountains and
minefields after his parents
were shot in front of him
during the Sudanese Civil
War. He was 5 years old at
the time. Ajak delivered this
year’s Cohen Lecture to a
packed auditorium.

BENJAMIN AJAK PHOTO BY KEN EK/ALL OTHERS NCC STOCK

he SaiD, sHe Said

“Education is a
marathon, not a
sprint.”
Vertel Martin, associate
professor of criminal justice,
reflecting on the 14+ years
it took her to earn her GED,
bachelor’s and master’s degrees after she dropped out
of high school. She is currently working on her doctorate. Martin shared her
experiences with students
during the popular “On the
Road to Northampton” program sponsored each year
by NCC’s Hispanic Caucus
and College Life Committee.

“It’s the most fun
I’ve ever had. The
professors here
are really good,
really interesting.
I don’t want to
single anyone out,
but it’s amazing
how good they
are.”
Larry Melley who earned
an associate degree in psychology at NCC at the age
of 78. Now 82, he continues
to attend classes as a
note-taker for students
with disabilities.
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AFRi

“Polé, Polé, Babu”

– My hike to the Roof of A frica by Dr. Paul Pierpoint
December 29, 2006
Sitting on the tarmac waiting clearance to take off. Eight months of
preparation, anticipation – lots of rationalization – and now we are
minutes from starting this selfish adventure of mine.
If not selfish, at least self-indulgent. While other guys in their
midlife crises buy motorcycles or Corvettes or time-shares on Maui,
I am spending a few thousand bucks to take a hike. It is a relatively
cheap alternative, but I am very motivated. I need to do this.
A lot of people have asked me “why?” And I am sure even more
have wondered but didn’t ask. I need to explain, even if it is just to try
to understand it myself.
This midlife crisis stuff is good fodder for the occasional wisecrack, but there is something real in it; the realization that each day,
little doors close, blocking your access to things you once had and
mostly took for granted. There is a limit to all things. Life is finite.
I realize now that Kilimanjaro is a bunch of doors for me, and
once I walk through them, I can let them close without regret for
things missed.
I’ve also been more aware lately of what author Howell Raines

iCA
Elevation: 19,360 feet.

Kilimanjaro

The 14 trekkers plus lead guides.
calls the “big black dog” that follows each of us all our lives. It
has been feeling like that big black dog is closer by. It doesn’t
growl or run at you or anything like that. It just sits in the shadows and waits. You can’t run away from it or lose it.
I hope that as I walk up the mountain, the big black dog
will show itself and I’ll see it is not something to fear. I hope that
when I come down from the peak, the big black dog will walk
with me, kind of like a trail dog walks with a hiker. We’ll share
the trail together.

December 31, 2006
Arusha National Park
Elevation 5,000 feet
We got to Arusha Airport about 9 p.m. last night, 21 hours after
leaving Newark. It took a while to get through customs, but it
was not too bad, considering several hundred people had just
descended on the small terminal all at once.
Kambona, our guide and trip leader for both Kilimanjaro
(“Kili”) and the safari, met us with his assistant, Bonaventure,
and another helper/driver named Mwinyi. After cramming all of
our gear into three Toyota Land Cruisers, we took a one-and-ahalf-hour ride deep into Arusha National Park and part way up
the 15,000-foot-high Mt. Mehru. Three giraffes blocked the road
for a few minutes, just to be sure we knew who was in charge.
We saw another giraffe before reaching camp at 11:30 p.m. It
rained the last 30 minutes of the ride, and it was really pouring
when we got to camp – an omen for what was to come.
In the truck, coming from the airport, Mwinyi, our driver,
said it had been raining pretty hard for some weeks now and will
continue to do so for at least several more weeks, despite this
being the dry season. I was glad the truck was too dark for him
to see my look of disappointment, because he then said the rain
was a true blessing because this whole region of Africa has had a
terrible drought for three years. “Many people died,” he said. So
I am embarrassed, and humbled. I can handle a little discomfort
on this “vacation” of mine knowing that millions of people here
are rejoicing in the wet, wet weather.
Eventually, we found our way to our tents. Kambona told
us not to leave the tents at night if we hear anything moving
outside. It would probably be an elephant, cape buffalo or armed
12
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Driving through a huge fig tree.
park ranger – none of which you want to surprise in the dark.
Breakfast this morning was served in a mess tent large
enough to comfortably handle the 14 of us plus Kambona and
Bonaventure. Eggs cooked to order, bacon, toast with papaya/
ginger preserves, coffee and juice. And lots of fresh fruit. They
feed you very well on this excursion.
It was still raining a little, but by the time we finished eating, the rain stopped and we did a nice two-hour hike up into the
jungle to some beautiful waterfalls.
We celebrated the New Year with champagne toasts at 9
p.m. because we were too tired to stay up later, and we figured it
was midnight somewhere.

Right now, I am sitting under the canopy of my tent looking between the trees out to the plain 3,000 feet below. If I move about
50 feet to my left, I can finally see part of Kili. It has been obscured in clouds until just a few minutes ago.
Kambona briefed us on the hike. He said there may be three
feet of fresh snow in the crater at the top. We will have to hike
through it, but there is a good chance that – unless snow falls the
night before we reach the crater – we will simply follow trails
blazed by earlier hikers. The unusual weather is hard to predict,
so we should be ready for anything.

January 1, 2007
Montane Forest Camp
Elevation 9,000 feet
The real adventure has begun. After another great breakfast, we
piled into the Land Cruisers and took off for the mountain. The
ride back out of the park allowed us to see the incredible scenery
we missed in the dark our first day. Giraffes were everywhere.
We rode past a resort complex called Hatari, where they made
the movie of that name starring John Wayne. Mt. Mehru was
awesome, the early morning fog hugging its peaks and ridges.
The ride itself was an adventure. Only 15 percent of the

The road to Kili overgrown by grass.

Climbing through the high heather.

roads in Tanzania are paved. We didn’t see any of them today. We
rode for miles on narrow, rutted dirt roads that were little more
than trails. The hard rains had left much of the road a muddy,
sloppy mess. In some places, there was almost no sign of the road
because the grasses have grown so fast in the recent rains that
they have taken over the roads. When we got to the base of the
mountain, we had to check in at the park office, then backtrack
and take a different road to the trailhead. Almost immediately our
lead truck got a flat tire. Then, just a few miles later, it got hopelessly mired up to its axles in deep mud. We were able to winch it
out, but that was the end of the ride.
So we had an unplanned three-hour hike just to get to the
trailhead. It was actually a wonderful hike through some small
villages and past acres and acres of beautiful vegetable fields – potatoes, carrots, beans, cabbages – and past villages made of logs.
Kambona explained that the log cabin villages, which are
found about every mile or so –and look like something from [the
old comedy television show] “F Troop” – are temporary. The government doesn’t allow permanent residences in the national preserve, but it encourages these “temporary” villages. The reason
is that the region is managed by the Tanzanian Forestry Service.
They harvest pine trees, then plant small trees for the next crop.
To encourage faster growth, they need someone to clear the underbrush to allow the young trees to get light. So the government encourages the local people to grow vegetables and tend
the fields until the trees get too big to allow gardens. This also
prevents erosion because some of these are steep slopes and
there is a lot of rain here –obviously. It is a brilliant system that
produces a huge surplus of vegetables that is sold in the cities
throughout the country.
It started raining just as we reached the trailhead, but the
porters had already set up the mess tent for lunch. The meal was
extraordinary. It rained pretty hard, but just as we finished, the rain
stopped and the sun came out. The hike from the trailhead was
pure jungle. While the trail was steep and very muddy, at least it
never really rained again.
At 6:30, we reached our camp just before dark and finally
got a chance to meet our personal porters. Mine is a member of
the Chagga tribe, named Siningo. He speaks almost no English,
but he is, like all of the porters, a superman. He carries a lot of

Morning tea and coffee.

stuff (mostly mine, and some of his own) and practically runs up
the trails to be sure everything is set for me when I reach the next
camp. The porters are all great athletes.

A little more about why I am doing this….
My father was an experienced world traveler who lived life well.
But shortly after retiring for the second time – this time from the
United Nations – he and my mother were in Israel when they were
caught in a sandstorm on Mt. Olive. My dad contracted some
kind of respiratory infection that – in conjunction with 40 years
of heavy smoking – left him permanently attached to an oxygen
bottle. A guy who used to travel the world, who was in the square
in Manila with the demonstrators and troops when Marcos fell,
now can’t walk to the end of the driveway to get the mail. I don’t
know how much is smoking and how much is DNA, but if I find,
when I reach age 65, that I can’t walk 50 feet, I want to be able to
say that one time I climbed Kilimanjaro and stood on the Roof of
Africa. The big black dog is very near when I think about my dad’s
situation, and I realize that I am even more afraid of growing old
and sick than I am of dying.

January 2, 2007
Shira Plateau
Elevation 11,000 feet
Today was a long, long day of hiking, and it was incredible. We
walked for two hours through dense rainforest with ancient cedars
and other massive trees I did not recognize. The weather was perfect – cool and dry – but the trail was still muddy. I found myself
stumbling and tripping every few minutes, as I was transfixed by
the tall trees. This is no place to walk with your eyes looking up,
but it was worth the risk.
As we reached our first ridge for the day, the world changed
instantly from verdant jungle to tall heather. The heather was seven or eight feet tall, but the trail allowed for some incredible views
SUMMER 2007 ● NCC
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On the ridge above Baranco gorge.

Sunset at Barafu Camp.

Then each of us hugged Kambona. It was incredibly emotional.
I was surprised by my own reaction. For months I had known
about the accident, but I always thought: “It was a once-in-a-hundred-years occurrence. I will be perfectly safe on the trail.” But as
I looked at the 13 other AMC people with me, and at Kambona
January 4, 2007
and Bonaventure, I could see way too clearly what it would be
Baranco Camp
like to lose some of them in such a horrible way. That thought sent
Elevation: 12,900 feet
a shiver through my body, and the tears began to flow.
This was a day that none of us will forget. On this date exThe rest of the day has been a real challenge. Shortly after
actly one year ago, at 9:45 a.m., Kambona was leading an AMC
leaving camp this morning, the clouds moved back in and a cold
group across the Western Breach – a well-used and safe trail. Anrain began to fall. For the first time, some people were starting
other group of hikers from Colorado was sharing the trail with
to complain about the weather – not in the
them. At 9:46 a.m., three people were dead,
sort of joking, gallows humor that characanother had a smashed leg, and several othterized yesterday’s conversations, but in
ers had serious injuries. The freakest of
Kambona yelled,
frustrated tones. As we ascended higher
freak accidents had happened. A large bouland higher, the rain changed to snow. We
der, several tons in mass, suddenly broke
“Sit down!” He knew
were walking for a few hours through sixloose from a point maybe 1,000 feet above
their only chance
inch snow fields dotted by black rocks.
them. How long had it been since a rock
Now instead of gooey mud, we were hiklike that had broken loose and fallen from
was to make as
ing through slushy mud. It is just as wet,
that ledge? Of the 24 hours in a day, how
small a target as
messy and slippery, but it has the added
many minutes are people actually on that
quality of being damn cold.
part of the trail? It was a horrible conjuncpossible.
We climbed to 15,000 feet to a place
tion of events. The large boulder broke into
called Lava Tower. The sun broke out. Blue
several rocks each weighing hundreds of
skies opened up. And we were allowed to
pounds. They dislodged more rocks – large
see the massive edge of the crater that is the Western Breach. But
and small – and a cascade of deadly rocks flew down the hill at
by the time we were done with lunch, the clouds were back and
speeds reaching a hundred miles an hour.
the falling snow had turned to icy rain.
What do you do when you see an army of fast-charging
Kambona says this weather is some of the worst he has had
rocks 100 yards wide coming at you and you know you can’t
in his more than 100 treks to Kili’s summit. It is supposed to be
get out of the way? The moment must have been so far beyond
the dry season, but apparently a typhoon in the Indian Ocean is
anyone’s imagination that it was unreal. Kambona yelled, “Sit
pumping humidity across much of East Africa. It appears that
down!” He knew their only chance was to make as small a
the only places it is resulting in rain are where it encounters
target as possible. Most people sat but some were frozen and
obstacles more than about 10 or 15 thousand feet high. There
couldn’t move. All three who died – Betty, Chris and Mary Lou
are not many of those around, but we are definitely sitting on
– remained standing. Maybe they thought they could dodge
one. I imagine that once the clouds do clear the peak, the “snows
the rocks at the last second. Or maybe they were paralyzed by
of Kilimanjaro” will look from a distance as they did 40 years
shock. No one will ever know, but Kambona carries their deaths
ago. But I also bet they’ll be mostly gone with just a few days
as a heavy, heavy load.
of sunshine.
So today, at 9:45 a.m. we stopped and had a long moment of
So we are “lucky.” Our trip is indeed unique.
silence broken only by the occasional sniff as we all fought tears.
of the voices of dozens of hard-working porters. You are home
for the day. And you are elated. It was a great day.
Hakuna matata!

“

”
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Mt. Mawenzi — Kili’s second peak.

January 5, 2007
Barafu Hut Camp
Elevation: 15,200 feet
Today was a very long and very difficult hike. By the time we
got to camp, it was late and everyone was near exhaustion.
The day began with a magnificent view of the peak projecting
high above the Western Breach. Looking out over the valley below, Mt. Mehru was garbed in dramatic clouds that highlighted
its rugged ridges and cliffs. Across a small valley, a cliff rose
straight up, over 800 feet. Kambona said our trail goes there, and
we were silly enough to think he was kidding. He wasn’t.
It was two hours of climbing on all fours, inching around
rocks with hundred foot drops just inches behind your heels, and
squeezing through craggy “lemon squeezers.” The sun that had
been shining in camp had been replaced with thickening clouds,
but we didn’t really notice because the cliff wall was already in
shadows. The cooler temperature was actually welcomed as we
sweated our way up the trail, but when it began drizzling again,
it was – quite literally – dampening our spirits. The rest of the
day was very tough hiking up and down ridges as we traversed
the south slopes of Kili.
As we reached the top of one sharp ridge, we could see
Barafu Camp atop the next ridge. It looked like a 30-minute
hike. Nearly two hours later, we dragged our very tired bodies into the camp. This had been the toughest day yet in terms
of physical challenges – steepest trails, long distances, highest
elevations and (of course) cold rain. So stumbling among the
rocks in camp was the last thing our tired legs needed. I used my
trekking poles just to get to the mess tent.
But it was OK – hakuna matata – because we had a view
of both the summit and, across a long, rocky saddle, the second
peak of Kili – Mt. Mawezi. We watched the sunset over Kili,
and a nearly full moon rose soon after. Very few clouds obscured
our views. I woke up in the middle of the night and stepped
outside my tent. The brilliant moon lit up the distant snow-covered peaks as well as the low clouds way, way below us. It was
beyond words.
Tomorrow we go to the crater – 18,500 feet – to be in position to summit Sunday morning.

January 6, 2007
Things don’t always go as planned …
The rains of the last several days left several feet of snow
above the 15,000-foot line. The trail was buried in up to five
feet of snow. And while the weather was good early, it got tough
by mid-morning. Conditions were so bad that the porters went
on strike and refused to go on. By then we were ahead of the
porters and well above the 18,000-foot level on our way to the
19,000-foot Stella Point on the rim of the crater. From Stella
Point, we were to descend to the crater floor and camp. Without
the porters, that plan was out the window.
Our trail on the map is shown as a series of 15 switchbacks.
The route we took up the snow-covered slope was straight up the
mountain. This was a 4,000-foot climb, straight up over icy snow
with frequent high winds and falling snow. It is hard to criticize
the porters – many wearing sneakers and thin coats – for giving
up. They may be supermen, but they have their limits.
So while we ate a very cold lunch, a hail-like snow practically covered our cheese, salami and vegetable pieces as fast
as we could eat them. Kambona and Bonaventure talked on the
walkie-talkies with the striking porters who had already turned
back to Barafu. It became obvious that nothing was going to get
the porters to change their minds. So Kambona called a team
meeting to explain our options. He estimated we were still an
hour and a half from Stella Point, and from there it would be
another hour and a half round trip to Uhuru – the official summit
of Kilimanjaro. We would get an official certificate for reaching
Stella and another for reaching Uhuru. We would probably get
to the peak by 6 p.m., which would give us less than an hour of
daylight for the return hike. That would mean at least two hours
of night hiking in very difficult conditions.
We all debated what to do. One of our group had already
turned back. It was devastating to think that we had come this far
and may not get to the summit. But we agreed unanimously to at
least try to get to Stella. It is “a summit” even if it is not “THE
summit” of Kili. So we began the tough slog upward.
At elevations like these, the body works overtime. It is fighting the cold. It is struggling to take each step up the hill. Oxygen
is way below anything it is used to and, with the porters returnSUMMER 2007 ● NCC
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Morning at Shira camp.

Rain on the Shira Plateau trail.

Climbing out of the Shira Plateau.

you soon realize that you are 1,000 feet above where you were
just a short while ago, and your breathing is comfortable, your
muscles relaxed.
There is a lot to be learned from polé-polé. Many slow,
small, intentional steps will get you to the highest peak as long
as each step is in the right direction. In our crazy-fast western
world, where everybody wants to get things done fast and move
Some thoughts from
onto the next task, polé-polé speaks about a better way – espeyesterday:
cially for the really big projects that make profound differences
As we were driving to the trailhead yesterday through miles and
in people’s lives. Polé-polé. Slowly, slowly. But always unerrmiles of flat savanna and farmland and numerous small villages,
ingly moving forward. It will get me to
it was fascinating to watch the people. In
this peak – literally and metaphorically.
every village, people were walking, workAll of us arrived at camp tired, but
ing, talking. Children were playing. And
The mountain could
we all seem to have recovered well with a
as we drove by, most stopped to wave and
warm meal. I am sure the pace will only
smile at us. The young kids would yell
be angry, benevolent,
be more polé-polé as we get to higher and
and laugh and wave like crazy. It was like
generous or spiteful.
higher elevations.
our little convoy passing through was a
The mountain made
Long hikes give you an opportunity
highlight of the day. We all waved back,
to
think
in ways that no other activity I
and it seems we made some kind of very
so many things make
know of can do. Here is something I
ephemeral, but not completely meaningsense. The mountain
thought today ….I’ll call it God’s Birthless, connection with each other.
place.
I asked Kambona what these people
was omnipresent
I learned that the word, Kilimanjaro,
think about Americans. He said, “The
and omni-powerful.
is a botched up interpretation of a Chapeople who live around here don’t know
The mountain was
gga phrase meaning “Mountain God.”
Americans from Germans or Brits or
That got me to thinking. Kilimanjaro is
Spaniards. They only know ‘white peoto be feared, loved,
visible for hundreds of kilometers in all
ple’.” So I asked what do they think about
worshipped.
directions, including from the southern
white people? “They are great,” he said.
reaches of the Serengeti and from the rim
But in the cities, he said, the people reof Olduvai Gorge. Olduvai is where the
ally like Americans, but they hate George
Leakey’s discovered fossils of the earliest
Bush. We heard that theme several times
proto-humans. In this area 3.5 million years ago, hominids first
over the two weeks we were in Africa.
walked upright. A million years later, their descendents began to
On our way up the mountain today, the stupid part of my
use simple rocks and bones for tools. A million years after that,
brain was silently complaining that the pace was too slow. But
their descendents began to shape rocks ands bones into more
the rest of me was grateful for the intentional pace. The guides
efficient tools.
and porters regularly intone: “Polé, polé.” Slowly, slowly. It is
It doesn’t require a lot of imagination to envision one of the
the mantra of Kili hikers. Slowly. Polé-polé. The slow, smallearliest Homo sapiens, our grandfather or grandmother 40,000
step-by-small-step pace can be frustrating as you bump into
generations removed, looking upon the snowy peaks of Kilithe hiker in front of you, but is a wise – and remarkably efmanjaro far across the grasslands and experiencing the very first
fective – pace. Hikers rarely exceed one mile per hour, but
of the valley below. We could see the plains of southern Kenya.
After about eight hours of hiking, we reached our camp in
the Shira Plateau with the snow-covered peak looming above
us. It is our first real view of the top of the mountain, and it is
intimidating ….VERY intimidating.

“

”
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Giant senecia and lobelia on the trail.

Climbing out of the Great Baranco gorge.

sense of wonder and awe. Everywhere they went, they could see
Kilimanjaro, and Kilimanjaro could see them. It was the only
thing in their entire universe that was omnipresent. And with the
birth of wonder and awe came the quality that most makes us
human – a desire to understand. Why is the weather sometimes
good, sometimes bad? Why is hunting sometimes successful,
sometimes not? Why do some people die while others survive?
In time, this creature, this miracle of four billion years of evolution, this collection of stardust forged in the hearts of dying stars
and brought to life as the universe’s sense of self-awareness, applied its new-found ability to “imagine” and concluded that the
mountain was the answer to his questions.
The mountain could be angry, benevolent, generous or
spiteful. The mountain made so many things make sense. The
mountain was omnipresent and omni-powerful. The mountain
was to be feared, loved, worshipped. Man, in his unquenchable
desire to understand, had created God. And we are walking on
the birthplace of God. As I said, hours of hiking can lead to some
unusual thoughts.
I am very happy and a little surprised at how well my body
is handling things so far. Several people have had diarrhea, and
one had a pretty bad bout of altitude sickness yesterday. I was
very tired, physically, when we got to camp and actually had
fleeting negative thoughts about my own digestive system, but
after a big dinner, I feel great. The eight months of working out
seem to be working. It is quite cold tonight and could be below
freezing by morning.
Tonight is a full moon, and the mountain is spectacular …
when the clouds move away and let us see it.

We woke up this morning to a cold, misty rain and thick
clouds that obscured the peak. It was not real rain, and it actually cleared just a bit as we started our day’s trek. But soon
after starting out, the rain intensified. Rain hoods went up.
Spirits went down – but not too down. This is a group that
understands hiking.
Hiking in rain is a different kind of experience. Clouds take
away the vistas and shrink your world. Rain hoods further shrink
your world to about 25 square feet as you watch the trail and
the back of the feet of the hiker in front of you. The rain pops
on your hood sounding like Jiffy Pop. Sometimes it is only a
few kernels popping. Other times it’s raining so hard it sounds
like the Jiffy Pop tinfoil cover must be blowing up like a helium
balloon. You can’t carry on conversations. You become lost in
your thoughts. Some seem almost profound but most involved
deciding where to make the next step so your boots don’t go
ankle deep in the mud.
It is a long, slow slog up the mountain. It is sometimes
cold when the trail is level and breezes blow. It is sometimes
hot when the trail is steep and the wind stops entirely just to
remind you how dependent you are on nature for your comfort
– or discomfort.
And you think to yourself: this is GREAT! You are alive.
None of your friends can understand this but you are loving it.
You actually feel sorry for the guy who would rather sit in his
Barcalounger and watch Survivor than hike deep into the wilderness and risk getting a little wet. You feel the trekker’s arrogance, and you love it.
But then you realize the rain has slowed; it has become a
mist. You throw back your hood and let the bill of your ball cap
keep most of the precipitation off your face. The clouds thin further. The mist dissipates. It is dry again. And in a few minutes,
you realize you are dry except your wet, muddy boots, which
continue to slog through several inches of goo.
The rugged cliff you are traversing and the huge glacial moraine on the far side of the U-shaped valley come into stark contrast with the low-hanging clouds. The even more rugged cliffs
and ridges at the head of the valley are shrouded in mist and look
like the approach to Mordor. And there, a half mile away nestled
against one of those cliffs, is camp. There is the distant murmur

January 3, 2007
Moir Hut Camp
Elevation: 13,300 feet
Sometimes everything works perfectly. You wake up to a spectacular sunrise and a cool, gentle breeze. You enjoy a marvelous,
leisurely breakfast then strip to your T-shirt, throw on your day
pack and head up the hill. You have a relaxed lunch halfway to
the next camp and enjoy the spectacular views of the plateau far
below you and the rocky peak far above.
That, however, is not how it was today.
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On the ridge above Baranco gorge.

Sunset at Barafu Camp.

Then each of us hugged Kambona. It was incredibly emotional.
I was surprised by my own reaction. For months I had known
about the accident, but I always thought: “It was a once-in-a-hundred-years occurrence. I will be perfectly safe on the trail.” But as
I looked at the 13 other AMC people with me, and at Kambona
January 4, 2007
and Bonaventure, I could see way too clearly what it would be
Baranco Camp
like to lose some of them in such a horrible way. That thought sent
Elevation: 12,900 feet
a shiver through my body, and the tears began to flow.
This was a day that none of us will forget. On this date exThe rest of the day has been a real challenge. Shortly after
actly one year ago, at 9:45 a.m., Kambona was leading an AMC
leaving camp this morning, the clouds moved back in and a cold
group across the Western Breach – a well-used and safe trail. Anrain began to fall. For the first time, some people were starting
other group of hikers from Colorado was sharing the trail with
to complain about the weather – not in the
them. At 9:46 a.m., three people were dead,
sort of joking, gallows humor that characanother had a smashed leg, and several othterized yesterday’s conversations, but in
ers had serious injuries. The freakest of
Kambona yelled,
frustrated tones. As we ascended higher
freak accidents had happened. A large bouland higher, the rain changed to snow. We
der, several tons in mass, suddenly broke
“Sit down!” He knew
were walking for a few hours through sixloose from a point maybe 1,000 feet above
their only chance
inch snow fields dotted by black rocks.
them. How long had it been since a rock
Now instead of gooey mud, we were hiklike that had broken loose and fallen from
was to make as
ing through slushy mud. It is just as wet,
that ledge? Of the 24 hours in a day, how
small a target as
messy and slippery, but it has the added
many minutes are people actually on that
quality of being damn cold.
part of the trail? It was a horrible conjuncpossible.
We climbed to 15,000 feet to a place
tion of events. The large boulder broke into
called Lava Tower. The sun broke out. Blue
several rocks each weighing hundreds of
skies opened up. And we were allowed to
pounds. They dislodged more rocks – large
see the massive edge of the crater that is the Western Breach. But
and small – and a cascade of deadly rocks flew down the hill at
by the time we were done with lunch, the clouds were back and
speeds reaching a hundred miles an hour.
the falling snow had turned to icy rain.
What do you do when you see an army of fast-charging
Kambona says this weather is some of the worst he has had
rocks 100 yards wide coming at you and you know you can’t
in his more than 100 treks to Kili’s summit. It is supposed to be
get out of the way? The moment must have been so far beyond
the dry season, but apparently a typhoon in the Indian Ocean is
anyone’s imagination that it was unreal. Kambona yelled, “Sit
pumping humidity across much of East Africa. It appears that
down!” He knew their only chance was to make as small a
the only places it is resulting in rain are where it encounters
target as possible. Most people sat but some were frozen and
obstacles more than about 10 or 15 thousand feet high. There
couldn’t move. All three who died – Betty, Chris and Mary Lou
are not many of those around, but we are definitely sitting on
– remained standing. Maybe they thought they could dodge
one. I imagine that once the clouds do clear the peak, the “snows
the rocks at the last second. Or maybe they were paralyzed by
of Kilimanjaro” will look from a distance as they did 40 years
shock. No one will ever know, but Kambona carries their deaths
ago. But I also bet they’ll be mostly gone with just a few days
as a heavy, heavy load.
of sunshine.
So today, at 9:45 a.m. we stopped and had a long moment of
So we are “lucky.” Our trip is indeed unique.
silence broken only by the occasional sniff as we all fought tears.
of the voices of dozens of hard-working porters. You are home
for the day. And you are elated. It was a great day.
Hakuna matata!
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Mt. Mawenzi — Kili’s second peak.

January 5, 2007
Barafu Hut Camp
Elevation: 15,200 feet
Today was a very long and very difficult hike. By the time we
got to camp, it was late and everyone was near exhaustion.
The day began with a magnificent view of the peak projecting
high above the Western Breach. Looking out over the valley below, Mt. Mehru was garbed in dramatic clouds that highlighted
its rugged ridges and cliffs. Across a small valley, a cliff rose
straight up, over 800 feet. Kambona said our trail goes there, and
we were silly enough to think he was kidding. He wasn’t.
It was two hours of climbing on all fours, inching around
rocks with hundred foot drops just inches behind your heels, and
squeezing through craggy “lemon squeezers.” The sun that had
been shining in camp had been replaced with thickening clouds,
but we didn’t really notice because the cliff wall was already in
shadows. The cooler temperature was actually welcomed as we
sweated our way up the trail, but when it began drizzling again,
it was – quite literally – dampening our spirits. The rest of the
day was very tough hiking up and down ridges as we traversed
the south slopes of Kili.
As we reached the top of one sharp ridge, we could see
Barafu Camp atop the next ridge. It looked like a 30-minute
hike. Nearly two hours later, we dragged our very tired bodies into the camp. This had been the toughest day yet in terms
of physical challenges – steepest trails, long distances, highest
elevations and (of course) cold rain. So stumbling among the
rocks in camp was the last thing our tired legs needed. I used my
trekking poles just to get to the mess tent.
But it was OK – hakuna matata – because we had a view
of both the summit and, across a long, rocky saddle, the second
peak of Kili – Mt. Mawezi. We watched the sunset over Kili,
and a nearly full moon rose soon after. Very few clouds obscured
our views. I woke up in the middle of the night and stepped
outside my tent. The brilliant moon lit up the distant snow-covered peaks as well as the low clouds way, way below us. It was
beyond words.
Tomorrow we go to the crater – 18,500 feet – to be in position to summit Sunday morning.

January 6, 2007
Things don’t always go as planned …
The rains of the last several days left several feet of snow
above the 15,000-foot line. The trail was buried in up to five
feet of snow. And while the weather was good early, it got tough
by mid-morning. Conditions were so bad that the porters went
on strike and refused to go on. By then we were ahead of the
porters and well above the 18,000-foot level on our way to the
19,000-foot Stella Point on the rim of the crater. From Stella
Point, we were to descend to the crater floor and camp. Without
the porters, that plan was out the window.
Our trail on the map is shown as a series of 15 switchbacks.
The route we took up the snow-covered slope was straight up the
mountain. This was a 4,000-foot climb, straight up over icy snow
with frequent high winds and falling snow. It is hard to criticize
the porters – many wearing sneakers and thin coats – for giving
up. They may be supermen, but they have their limits.
So while we ate a very cold lunch, a hail-like snow practically covered our cheese, salami and vegetable pieces as fast
as we could eat them. Kambona and Bonaventure talked on the
walkie-talkies with the striking porters who had already turned
back to Barafu. It became obvious that nothing was going to get
the porters to change their minds. So Kambona called a team
meeting to explain our options. He estimated we were still an
hour and a half from Stella Point, and from there it would be
another hour and a half round trip to Uhuru – the official summit
of Kilimanjaro. We would get an official certificate for reaching
Stella and another for reaching Uhuru. We would probably get
to the peak by 6 p.m., which would give us less than an hour of
daylight for the return hike. That would mean at least two hours
of night hiking in very difficult conditions.
We all debated what to do. One of our group had already
turned back. It was devastating to think that we had come this far
and may not get to the summit. But we agreed unanimously to at
least try to get to Stella. It is “a summit” even if it is not “THE
summit” of Kili. So we began the tough slog upward.
At elevations like these, the body works overtime. It is fighting the cold. It is struggling to take each step up the hill. Oxygen
is way below anything it is used to and, with the porters returnSUMMER 2007 ● NCC
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Hiking on the rim toward the summit.

Back side of a glacier from the rim.

about my family and how I wished I could share this experiing to Barafu, there was not enough water to make up the losses
ence with them. I missed them. This whole trip was my own
that happen in these conditions. We were all pushing our limits
obsession. It was self-indulgent beyond anything I’d ever
when, just as we reached Stella (only 30 minutes from our decidone before. I didn’t feel guilt about being here, but I did
sion point, not an hour and a half), the snow stopped, the clouds
feel a touch of remorse that I would nevcleared and the most overwhelming site
er be able to experience this with them.
any of us had ever seen or even imagined
Even if we were somehow actually to get
opened all around us. Massive blue glahere someday in the future, the chances of
ciers hung above us. Perfect white snowI took a minute
having the kind of beauty we were seeing
fields stretched forever broken only by the
up there, with this
are very low. And if we were to have the
jet black rocks and cliffs of the mountain. I
chance, we’d have to suffer four or five
can’t come close to describing it. But it was
amazing display
days of rain and snow – not something I
hugely inspiring to all of us.
of nature all around
would do to anyone except the most masSo we had another decision to make,
me, with winds
ochistic of trekkers.
and it seemed pretty clear what it was goSo for a few minutes I just gloing to be – we weren’t going back now
buffeting me while
ried in standing on the Roof of, Africa,
after getting this close. The biggest negaI stared in awe.
knowing that we got there the hard way.
tives to going on were losing another hour
It was worth it.
and a half of daylight for the return trip and
But then we had to go down to camp.
the 60-80 mile per hour winds blowing up
I mentioned earlier about some of the
from the crater. This was actually a harder
stresses on the human body in these kinds of situations. Few if
decision than the first one. We discussed the risks. They were
any of us had ever pushed our bodies this far, and now we had
not huge, but they were real. We chose not to break up the
to descend 4,000 feet in the same steep snow and ice. I began
group. We would all go together, or we wouldn’t go at all.
to worry a little even before we got back to Stella. I was feeling
After a few minutes, where each person had a chance to exweaker than I had been only a few minutes earlier. The adrenapress their concerns and desires, we all committed to make
line of the last couple of hours had run its course, and I could
the summit. And we began the walk around the rim of the
feel a heavy physical let down.
crater toward Uhuru.
But like everyone, I knew I had to fight through it. I had to
We reached the “sign” – the summit of Kilimanjaro – afget to camp. So we began down the slope.
ter about 30 minutes hiking on the rim. We did it! We really
After an hour, we were already a third of the way down,
did it. We were standing on the Roof of Africa. 19,360 feet
but the connection between my brain and my feet was rapidly
in the air. We took pictures of each other. We high-fived each
collapsing. We all slipped and fell on the hard icy crust, but I fell
other. We laughed and yelled and laughed some more. We
more than most. Walking on the steep ice required you to goose
were beyond elation. It was a feeling that I hoped would never
step like a North Korean soldier on parade as you chopped your
fade, but even now as I write this, it is becoming dream-like.
heel into the ice. But my boots have soft, flexible soles, which
I took a minute up there, with this amazing display of
are great for going up but made it very difficult to break through
nature all around me, with winds buffeting me while I stared
the crust and get traction on the way down. It got harder and
in awe, with these special people all around me celebrating or
harder as I got weaker and weaker.
reflecting in their own way on this accomplishment, and tried
I felt OK – no altitude sickness, no headache, no nausea
to think about the big, black dog. I could not do it. I’ll leave
– all common to hikers at this altitude. But I was just too tired
that for some time a week or a month from now. I thought
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Uhuru Peak, 19,360 feet.
and uncoordinated to function on my own very well. Nightfall was less than an hour away. Camp was at least two hours
away at the rate we were able to move. One of the guys had a
heart monitor on that also estimated caloric burn. It went “flat
line” before the end of the day, but he projected approximately
12,000 calories for the day. That is several days of food for me.
No wonder I was exhausted.
After I took a particularly scary fall, I found myself flat on my
back, head downhill and my leg stuck under a rock. I had stepped
through the icy crust into a two-foot hole. I was cussing and yanking at my leg in frustration. When it was obvious to everyone else
that I was unhurt (except for the total destruction of my dignity),
several people were able to extricate me from the hole and get me
upright. Michael, one of the four porters who summited with us,
took my pack, grabbed my arm and started down the hill. He probably kept me from falling at least 20 times. (I am happy to say I
kept him from falling twice.)
Still far from camp, I had to pull out my headlamp to light our
way. Darkness came on very fast. We kept moving – one small step
after another. Polé, polé. Finally, lights from the camp came into
sight far – very far – below us. When we got below the snow line
and the trail was back to rocks and mud, Michael let me go on my
own. I could handle mud OK.
I don’t know how long it took after darkness fell for us to
reach camp. Maybe an hour. Maybe more. Finally, Siningo met us
on the trail as he had done each day so far. He took my pack from
Michael, and the three of us carefully worked our way down the
last few hundred yards through rocky, twisting trails to camp and
safety.
All I wanted to do was go to my tent and fall asleep. But they
took me to the mess tent and told me to drink something warm
while waiting for everyone else to arrive. Amazingly, I was one of
the first to get there.
I drank camomile tea and waited. As people trickled in, there
were sighs of relief for and from each person who arrived. They
fed us some soup and a rice dish that was probably pretty good at 7
p.m. but was a pasty mush by 10, when we were eating.
I dragged myself to my tent and fell into a deep, life-affirming sleep.

Starting back as the sun gets low.

January 7, 2007
Mweka Camp
Elevation: 10,230 feet
We were able to sleep in today – 7 a.m. wake-up call. It was the
first time that I did not wake up before the porters came around
saying “Jambo, Babu. Coffee for you today?” I could have used a
couple more hours of sleep, but we had to vacate the camp by 9.
Sometimes life is poetry. Today I had one of those moments
that can only be described as poetic. I came on this trip largely
because of some strange midlife need to confront mortality and become comfortable with being, um, mature. For this entire trip, porters have been calling me “Babu.” ”Jambo, Babu.” “Good morning, Babu.” “Polé, polé, Babu.” All along I assumed that Babu was
Swahili for friend or something like that.
At the camp we all had to sign into the official register, and
the very affable ranger there gave me a big smile and said, “Jambo, Babu” when I walked into the office. Three other officials in
the office also said “Jambo, Babu.” To each I replied: “Jambo my
friend.” Then the ranger asked me if I knew what Babu means. I
said I assumed it was something like “friend.” He laughed and
said with a look of delight that Babu means “grandfather!” Then
he pointed at my very gray beard. “See? Babu!” he said. So for the
last week, I have been called “grandfather” by many, many people.
I thought, they were being friendly. It turns out they were being
respectful. Babu is a term for the elders in the society, and it is used
with great respect.
Jambo, grandfather.
Good morning, grandfather.
Slowly, slowly, grandfather.
“Polé, polé, Babu.”
So I came to Kili to bring closure to my midlife crisis. I came
to try to befriend the big black dog. I came to try to find comfort
with knowing that I have started down the far side of the track, and
the way ahead is not as long as the way I have come. I think I have
accomplished my goal. I am Babu. And this Babu still has plenty
of mountains to climb. u
Photos by: Kathy Anderson, Kevin Perry, Nissa Blocher,
Jeremy Olszewski and Paul Pierpoint.
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From Dimanche to Samedi

Parisians glancing skyward last March saw nothing special in the 767 coming out of the
sky. Another plane load of tourists. More Americans coming to see the museums, the
cathedrals, eat the fine foods the country is so noted for, then gone again. Ho-hum. But that
plane was far from ordinary. That plane had – all of us! Fifteen in all; 13 NCC students and
two staff members: Sandy Stahl, marketing communications manager, and Melissa Starace,
alumni director. Sure, most of us had never seen Paris, but the City of Lights’ denizens had
never seen the American likes of us either. We can only hope the excitement was as great
for them as it was for us.
That excitement was contagious throughout our group! Our crew included students
from both the Main and Monroe campuses; some fresh out of high school, parents who
juggled family, work and school, and a few international students.
Regardless of where we came from, and who we were, an instant bond formed among
us. And almost as soon as we stepped off the plane, we understood that we weren’t in the
Lehigh Valley anymore – smaller cars, smaller homes, centuries-old buildings mixed with
21st century architecture – and that most famous of landmarks jutting into the sky we just
descended from – all of that as well as a new language and a new culture to deal with. No,
this was definitely not the Lehigh Valley.

“Is American life really like, ‘Desperate Housewives’?”

Despite being spring break, it was a week packed with learning. Our days began with three
hours of class time at our host school Lycee Jean Lurcat. After classroom introductions, our
French counterparts would often begin by asking us about American culture and if our lives
are similar to what they see on TV – MTV, “Desperate Housewives” and movies. Where do
the similarities end and the true experience of American culture begin?
We realized early on that we must be specific about what message to convey to our

Notre Dame.
NCC students livin’ and lea
rnin’
in the City of Lights.
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new classmates because much of what we say is taken verbatim.
We tried not to use slang and when we did, explained the true
meaning behind our comments. Is American life like life on
“Desperate Housewives?” To some degree yes, but isn’t French
culture also?

Pop Quiz!

Madame Delaroque’s advanced
English class was discussing American history. We realized we
weren’t on Wisteria Lane as conversations shifted to the streets
of Philadelphia, Japan and Baghdad. Much discussion centered
on Clint Eastwood’s “Letters from Iwo Jima” and “Flags of
Our Fathers,” as well as the movies “Philadelphia” and “Saving
Private Ryan.” The French students were reading newspaper
analyses of these movies, and quotes from the scripts were
discussed: “War heroes are manufactured.” “There is no glory
in war.”
After much discussion on war topics, we began to talk
about Philadelphia. We thought we would be OK with this part
of history – when asked what Philadephia was known for, we,
of course, answered: the Liberty Bell, Independence Hall, the
Declaration of Independence, cheesesteaks and sporting teams.
But our host class wanted to talk about the film “Philadelphia,”
featuring Tom Hanks.
After classes each day, we explored the sites of Paris with
the students from our host school. The itinerary was ambitious
(and constantly in flux), but we covered many of the major
tourist attractions with a little free time for our students to
venture out on their own.

A view from our trip on
the bateaux mouches.
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Dimanche

(Sunday)

A day of rest for some. A day of sightseeing for others. But it all
began with our host families introducing us to their city. As you
can imagine, our hosts were excited and proud to have visitors
to Paris.

Lundi

(Monday)

We arrived at the school early and were greeted with a welcome
breakfast of authentic croissants and pains au chocolat (dark
chocolate-filled pastries). Joined by faculty, students and the
school’s headmaster, Madame Daupin, we talked about the travel
plan for the week and were introduced to the school grounds.
Next, it was off to class and lunch in the school’s cafeteria
– well, at least for most of us. Sandy and one student spent the
bulk of the morning on their own adventure, looking to retrieve
a prepaid debit card that was eaten by an ATM machine after
the student forgot the PIN. They were both able to practice their
negotiation skills in French, since the bank was at first unwilling
to release the card. Perhaps even more impressive, they
navigated a tricky sequence of walking and public transportation
to rejoin the rest of the group just as it was exiting the metro stop
to start our tour.
Happy to be together again, we were ready to visit our first
“official” stop: the bateaux mouches. These large excursion
boats traverse the river Seine, separating Paris into two distinct
areas: the Left and Right Bank. While on the boat we relaxed,
floating by many of the major attractions in Paris, such as the
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Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame, the Pont Neuf, the Louvre and Les
Invalides.
As our boat ride ended, so did our first full day together.
We all agreed it was a great way to start the trip because we were
able to see many sites we would visit up close later in the week.
The students returned to their host families tired, but filled with
excitement for what was yet to come.

Mardi

(Tuesday)

We set out to visit one of the most famous cathedrals in the
world: Notre Dame. We admired the stained glass and vast
interior of the church, which was competed in 1330 AD. A
few of us braved a long, spiral staircase to the top, hoping to
experience the same view as the gargoyles that perched on each
corner of this incredible structure.
After a long trip down the stairs, we caught our breath and
then headed for a little shopping near Place Saint-Michel. The
students enjoyed the small shops while we people-watched at a
café, enjoying the first of many scrumptious crepes we had that
week. Several students also scoped out the area for restaurants
they would later visit.
Souvenirs bought and stomachs full, we jumped on a
bus (yes, somehow 20 of us managed to squeeze on the same
one!) and headed to Place des Vosges, the former home of
Victor Hugo. Taking in what we were told was one of the most
romantic spots in Paris, some of us were moved by another love:
Melissa had spotted a fancy chocolate shop a few blocks away,
and she led a few of her fellow chocophiles there for a sampling.

yles at Notre Dame
er the city below.

Exploring shops and res
taurants
of Place Saint Michel.

Mercredi

(Wednesday)

After snaking through a massive line, the group had a chance
to see the city’s most famous symbol up close. We spent the
afternoon at the Eiffel Tower, exploring the view from its
three observation levels. While all of the students enjoyed this
monument, perhaps no one left with a memory as strong as one
of us in the group.
One of our students, who has cerebral palsy, accomplished
an incredible feat, one set as a personal goal for himself – to
overcome his disability and descend a level of the Eiffel Tower
by stairs. With a newly made NCC friend there to support him,
he accomplished his goal, while the rest of us chose a much
easier route via the elevator. It was clear that his success moved
him, and he later told us that this was a life-changing event. As
we both look back on our trip, this, too, was one of our fondest
memories.

Jeudi

(Thursday)

Free day! We altered the itinerary to provide everyone the
opportunity to explore the city on their own. Many came with a
list of things they wanted to see, and their destinations were as
varied as the students themselves. Students who were friends
before the trip, as well as those who had never met before they
boarded the van to the airport, made plans to get together to
take in the sites. Some went shopping along the famed ChampsElysees, others paid homage to Jim Morrison’s grave, and
another spent the entire day at the Louvre Museum.
With the students on their own, we took the opportunity
to explore a few shops, then traveled by metro to Montmartre,

The Moulin Rouge light
s up the night.
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To Paris, avec plaisir

Intrepid reporters, Sandy Stahl, NCC’s marketing
communications manager, and Melissa Starace, alumni director,
recently traversed the big pond to explore the byways of Paris
with a group of Northampton students. Yes, the Eiffel Tower is
still stupendous. Yes, the Louvre is up and running. And yes, the
Left Bank is still _ on the left. But our gals know the important
facts to bring back to home turf. Below, find seven witty
wisdoms to help you tour the City of Lights:

1. Bring your ATM card.

As long as you check with
your bank ahead of time to ensure it works, it’s the easiest
(and often less-expensive) way to get Euros. ATM machines
are all over the city, and there is usually an option to make
transactions in English. Don’t bring large American bills to
exchange because most bureaus will only take $20s and lower.
2. When you encounter the rare elevator in the metro station,
take it. There’s a reason it’s there, trust us.
3. If you have a soda craving, Coke seems to be far more
prevalent than Pepsi. But it’ll set you back $8-12 in a restaurant.
Yes, that’s for one. And no free refills. It’s becoming more
common to see soda served in restaurants, but most Parisians
seem to stick to bottled water and wine.
4. Eat crepes. They’re a meal, they’re a dessert. What’s
better than that? And with the horrible exchange rate, they’re
among the least expensive guilty pleasures to be found.
5. Beware of seedy waiters. Service is generally
included in France, but we’ve heard stories of waiters telling
Americans that the tip is not included. We took this story with
a grain of salt _ until it happened to us. Check the menu before
you pay. If service is included, it will say so.

6. Don’t BYO.

If the restaurant you’re at serves wine, order
from the restaurant. We sat next to two Americans who asked
the waiter to uncork their wine. Their service went downhill for
them after that.
7. When having a meal at someone’s house, arrive hungry.
Dinner is an event in France. There were so many courses, we
could hardly waddle out the door at the end of the evening.
(Luckily, the food was wonderful.) And don’t expect to eat
dinner before 8 p.m. It’s virtually unheard of.
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the hilltop area of Paris that houses Sacre Coeur cathedral. The
views of nighttime Paris glittering before us were breathtaking
– or was it all the steps we had to climb when the funicular to the
top of the hill was out of order?
Just as we were breathless that evening, we later heard
some of our students, along with their French hosts, were
breathless as well – taking in Paris “night lights” at an area
discotheque.

Vendredi

(Friday)

Off to the Louvre museum, one of the largest, oldest and most
famous art galleries in the world. Many students rushed directly
to view the Mona Lisa (it’s much smaller than you’d think),
while others posed with statues and snapped some photos.
Later in the day, a small group of students accompanied
Lyceé Jean Lurcat Professor Francois Michta to the French
Assembly to view the inner workings of French government.
We regrouped at the school in the early evening for a
farewell reception, with parting words, lots of photos, and, of
course, fabulous French snacks. Many of the students headed
off with their French counterparts for their own farewell dinners,
while others rejoined their host families. Melissa and I were
treated to a wonderful dinner with the headmaster and several
professors who made the trip a success.

Samedi (Saturday)

We met at the airport ticket counter, thrilled to find out that our
flight wasn’t cancelled (did we mention that a major ice storm

Sandy (left) and Melissa,
chaperones
on the town ... actually, the
Seinne.

had just hit the east coast?). Once checked in, it was time for
goodbyes, and all the tears and promises to keep in touch that go
with them .
Though our flight was delayed and our bags were even
later, the exhausted travelers were happy to be home – and
thrilled to have had the experience of a lifetime.

The transformation of the students
throughout the week sticks in our minds.
A few memories that stick with us ...
At the beginning of the trip, one of our students said he
had no interest in learning French and could get through the
week without it. By midweek, he was determined to learn the
language and take in the culture. By week’s end, several students
were discussing enrolling in French classes at Northampton
and signing up for other study abroad opportunities through the
College.
An NCC student, from Indonesia, living in Bethlehem, who
traveled to Paris, sent a strong message to all of us, “Be proud
about your country! Do not take it for granted. Learn from other
cultures, learn their culture – but be proud of your own too. Go
for it!” And go for it we did. NCC on spring break in Paris – the
nights may have been late and the sleep little, but we soaked up
the City of Lights and each of us, students and their chaperones,
brought back a little of its sparkle. u
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RUSSiA

BACK
By Kelvin Bentley

O

ur trip to Russia began with a
van ride to JFK Airport. My
wife, Courtney, and I shared
the van with Manny Gonzalez, director of international
programs, and Min Woo Chun, Courtney
Pfriender, Scott Rodney, Jr. and Dragan
Vukas, the four students who signed on
for this international adventure.
The plane to Russia included exit row
seating for Courtney and me, which I
highly recommend, especially if you are
six-feet tall or taller like me, and have an
almost 10-hour flight. The in-flight movie

and meals were forgettable, especially the former, because we
slept through most of the flight. A more vivid memory is waking
up and seeing a long line of people near my aisle seat waiting
to use the bathroom. Life is always a mix of pros and cons; in
this instance, the pro was close proximity to the bathrooms for
ease of use, while the con was having to endure the constant
passenger traffic, and the occasional bathroom smells. Yes, life
is a box of chocolates, but they can also give you cavities…did
I tell you that Russian chocolates are quite delicious? More on
that later …

at home in moscow

changed over time. We began our travels with a visit to the Mytyshy, a moderate-sized mall in downtown Moscow. The mall
provided an interesting social experiment because many people
stared at my wife and me. We are used to occasional stares, given
that I am African-American and my wife is European-American.
However, I think the Russian people we saw at this mall were
mainly fascinated by me, since I saw very few people of African
descent walking around.
Our days included visits to the Kremlin, one of Moscow’s
military museums, the Moscow Zoo, St. Basil’s Cathedral in the
Red Square, and the Sergiev Posad monastery.
We visited a fast food restaurant that provided baked potatoes with different toppings, including salmon; and another that
was Russia’s interpretation of our
McDonald’s. The food was similar
to any McDonald’s you might visit,
but there were leather chairs in the
upstairs eating area. We also ate at
a traditional Russian restaurant that
served borscht, a soup with beets,
cabbage and potatoes.

Our group was warmly greeted by Natalia
Smith, the director of international programs for
Moscow State University of Service (MSUS),
Angelina, her assistant, and the parents of one
of our host families. We took a few group pictures, exchanged our U.S. currency for rubles,
and headed out to take everyone to their host
family residences. The bus trip seemed long
but was very interesting as it provided our first
glimpses of Russia outside of the airport. Our
host families were located in downtown Moscow and parts of its outskirts as well. There was
a world oF Friends
snow on the ground, but it was melting. Signs
Since I am an extravert, I always
based upon the Cyrillic alphabet were interestfind the people I meet on a trip to be
ing to look at, but, of course, impossible to read
most interesting; and so it was here,
for someone whose only real experience with
more so than the various buildings
another language was four years of French in
and churches that defined our trip
high school.
to Moscow. I enjoyed meeting the
My wife and I stayed with a great host famstudents and staff members from the
ily. Natalia Platonova and her husband, Sergey,
school during a Saint Patrick’s Day
Natalia’s mother, and Natalia’s grandmother’s
party the MSUS students held for us
Top: Kelvin Bentley (right), his wife Courtney
two dogs and two cats live in a four-bedroom,
on the last night of our trip.
(second right) with their Russian hosts,
two-bathroom home outside of downtown MosAnd there’s one particular stuNatalie and Sergey Platonova.
cow. The home has been in Natalia’s family for
dent who will always stand out in
many years but has been updated to include hardwood floors
my memory. He is from the Republic of Chad, in central Africa;
throughout, a beautiful greenhouse area, a Jacuzzi tub and a
he waited for me after a meeting just to say hello, take pictures
sauna. Although Natalia admitted her English was limited, we
with me and exchange e-mail addresses. Seeing this student refound it easy to talk, and several times we successfully, surprisminded me that I wasn’t alone in my initial feelings of being the
ingly so, could understand each other using gestures. In addirare person of African descent in Russia.
tion, when he could, Sergey worked with us to speak English.
Although a snow storm that struck the U.S. East Coast
Natalia provided my Courtney and me with our first samples
caused the cancellation of our flight home, I did not mind stayof Russian food. Although I had no preconceived notions about
ing an additional day in Moscow. My wife and I hope to return
Russian cuisine, I wasn’t sure if I would like Natalia’s cooking.
to Russia soon so we can explore more of downtown Moscow
I was pleasantly impressed with her meals that included chicken,
and visit other cities, including St. Petersburg. In the meantime,
beef and vegetables, with tasty pickles and cabbage, and for deswe will volunteer to be a host family for any MSUS student who
sert, those delicious Russian chocolates. In addition, I so much
needs housing when they visit our campus this summer. This
enjoyed the Russian version of Diet Coke, called “Coca-cola
will allow us the opportunity to return just some of the kindness
Light” that I want to revisit Russia just to drink more of it!
we received during our special trip to Russia. u
The next day we made the first in a series of trips through
the city, which helped us better understand how Moscow has
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for the love of

SPANiSH...
and the teacher who changed my life
by rachel Frick cardelle

i
mexico

’ll admit that I didn’t take Spanish in
high school because it was the smart
thing to do, or the right thing to do, or
even because it would help me with my
college applications. I took it in high school
because my parents told me it was the smart,
right, best thing to do for my college applications, and I still did things just to please
them back then. I remember my high school
Spanish teacher so well: Señorita Barrera.
She had a husky, Marlo Thomas-type voice
(if you are too young to know Marlo Thomas,
think Demi Moore, only less sexy and more
cute), was always slightly rumpled, with chalk
all over her hands and beautiful, wild, curly
dark hair. She would roam our classroom, up
and down the aisles, working with unflagging
enthusiasm to instill in us an appreciation for
her language. When I say “her language,” I
mean only that Spanish was her first love, the
language of her heart, for her English was
perfect, too.

was losing interest in being a student. That semester changed so
Ah, Srta. Barrera, little did I know when I took Spanish 101,
much about how I understood others and myself. There were many
where you would take me and the mark you would make on my life,
joyous moments that semester: when I first realized I was speaking
and all that I would owe to you. Over the four years of high school,
Spanish to someone, and it was flowing out without having to stop
the numbers in your classroom dwindled rapidly, from well over
each sentence and translate everything in my head; when I awoke
20 the first year, to maybe five of us by senior year. For those of us
from my first dream in Spanish; when I could argue with my ecowho stayed – and we were a very mixed group – the class became a
nomics professor in Spanish.
favorite, with far more laughing and learning than I remember in my
And when I realized the meaning, and importance, of social
other classes. Srta. Barrera, you continued to demand far more out
cues particular to culture – whether language, or dress, or actions;
of us than we were wont to give; we were teenagers and not ready
an interesting study, for sure; but, immersed in the culture, I became
to give anything to our teacher that wasn’t dragged from us. But by
aware of the deeper significance of those cues, and I became sensifourth year, the bond among us all was strong, and we had many of
tive to how misunderstandings could hurt, embarrass, or even be the
those inside jokes that signal a group of people who have traveled
cause of larger frictions between peoples of different societies, part
far and long together; and always there you were, trying to herd us
of what divides our greater society of humankind. I thank you for
like a bunch of cats down the road to a whole new language.
every one of those life-altering revelations, Srta. Barrera.
A quarter century later, I remember the fun of sitting in your
From there, Srta., my Spanish led me to many other places. I
class, Srta. Barrera. Fun I never looked for when I signed up for my
fell in love with and married an American whose first language was
first year of Spanish. I thank you for that. I thank you for that day in
Spanish. My Spanish brought me close to my father- and motherclass when you suddenly melted into a dreamy romantic in front of
in-law, allowing me to share in their humor, and in their family in
us all. Do you remember?
a way that English only would never have offered me. They taught
You wrote the word “CEBOLLA” on the board. “I love that
me how to play with the language, how to love idioms in different
word. Cebolla. Say it after me: cebolla.” We all dutifully repeated it,
languages – idioms and sayings that are meaningless in one tongue
“Cebolla … Cebolla.” Then you began to wax eloquent in Spanish
and offer a world of insight in another.
about the word “cebolla,” the poetry in it, the joy of uttering the
I spent two years in Central America, where I learned how to
word. I don’t know what happened, but suddenly my mouth and
pick coffee beans, make tortillas by hand, hand wash jeans on a rock
my heart connected, and I could feel what you loved about the
by a lake, and what it means to live under a military government. I
word, the way the word sounded and how it felt on one’s tongue.
discovered new colors, new smells, new tastes, and ideas and perNever before had I thought of a word, or of a language, like that
spectives on the world and how it works. I didn’t like all the colors,
and suddenly my ears heard language in a completely different
smells and tastes, and I definitely did not agree with all the new ideas
way. That afternoon in my English class, as we read a Shakespeare
and perspectives. But all of them
sonnet, I finally felt Shakespeare’s
gave me a richer understanding of
use of language, and the sonnet we
where I stand in the world.
were studying that day has always
I had no idea the adventures
remained with me. Ten years later,
learning a new language would
I asked for that same sonnet to be
open for me when I walked into
read at my wedding.
your classroom at the age of 14.
… For thy sweet love
Your classroom cost me four years
remembered such wealth brings,
of hard studying, tedious memorizThat then I scorn to change my state
ing and endless verb conjugation. I
with kings.
couldn’t imagine that all that hard
A whole world opened up to
work could be the foundation of
me that day in your classroom, as
so much joy in my life. Nor did I
I discovered my own language, my
Lago dé Atitlán ( Lake Atitlan); the author with her friend, Chimina
imagine that in learning another
own first love, my mother tongue. I
Chiquita, age 6. Chimina lives in San Pedro de la Lanana.
language and immersing myself in
thank you for that Srta. Barrera.
another culture, I would come to love them both, and they would
In college, I drifted among several majors, until finally I disteach me to love my own language and culture even more.
covered International Affairs, which allowed me to take some of
I recently read a study that found workplaces that embrace
everything in which I was interested. Prominent among the things I
diversity to be more productive. That didn’t seem like a huge revcould take was Spanish literature. I read Borges and Gabriel Garcia
elation to me because learning new cultures and a new language
Marquez in their own language; a language I had begun to underhave offered me resources and the strength to grow and stretch that
stand in your classroom. The way they wrote was so dramatically
I would never have been able to do otherwise.
different than any author writing in English, that I learned to appreSo my parents were right. And I still get a thrill when I see or
ciate not only Spanish-written literature, but also gained a new joy
hear the word “cebolla.” Who knew ‘onion’ could be such a thrillin reading English-written works. For all of that, I thank you, Srta.
ing word? I hope you are well, Señorita Barrera. Your teaching conBarrera.
tributed to the fabric of my life, weaving in such wondrous colors.
The biggest gift my Spanish gave me in college was the excuse
Thank you. u
and ability to join the semester abroad in Mexico at a time when I
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aLUmNi nOTes
Accounting
1984 Judith Maurer is a
customer inventory manager
at Day-Timers, Inc. in East
Texas. She and her husband,
Marshall Edward, live in Allentown. She has a son,
Adam.

LOG ON
TO NCC’S ALUMNI HOME PAGE
www.northampton.edu/alumni

AlumniNet
is your gateway to the
Alumni Online Community.
An exclusive tool designed for
personal and professional
networking and an easy
way to reconnect and
keep up to date with
fellow alumni.

REGISTER
ONLINE TODAY
Experience
AlumniNet’s newly
designed site,
easy navigation,
just one click away.

1984 Tanya Stiles of
Bethlehem has been a paraprofessional for the Bethlehem Area School District for
13 years. She currently works
with 2nd grade students. Tanya is also enrolled in the special education program at
NCC.
1993 Mary Beth AnfusoHorner is the chief financial
officer of LifePath, Inc. in
Bethlehem. She and her husband, Tom, live in Quakertown with their three
children, Thomas, Elisabeth
and Emily.
1998 Brenda Alnemy of
Cordova, Tenn. graduated
magna cum laude with a
bachelor’s degree in business
administration from Christian
Brothers University in May
2003 and was accepted into
the MBA program at the University of Memphis for the
spring 2004 semester.

Advertising Design
2000 Keith David
Wolbach and Meghan Ann

Falcone of Bethlehem were
married on July 22 at Our
Lady of Mount Carmel Catholic Church in Roseto. Keith
is employed with Adams Outdoor Advertising.

Architectural
Technology
1992 John Campbell received a bachelor’s degree in
architecture from Oklahoma
State University in 1996. He
traveled throughout Europe
and then relocated to Pittsburgh, where he is employed
by WTW Architects. John and
his wife, Jill Sikora, have two
sons, Mitchell and Owen.

Automotive
Technology
1978 Joseph Banko of
Nescopeck is an engineer at
Shamrock Communications
in Scranton.
1994 Brad Oessenick of
Albrightsville has been employed at Poc-Data, Inc. since
October 2001. He and his
older brother own a custom
software package developed
for real estate agents, appraisers, personal investors, home
builders and anyone who is in
need of public property owner
information and mailing addresses in the nine counties of
northeastern Pennsylvania.
Brad is an integral part of the
customer service team where

he is kept quite busy. He is
currently working on a webbased application and has
future plans of becoming a
nationwide data provider.
2005 Justin Miller of
Springgrove is employed by
BAE Systems as a Bradley
fighting vehicle mechanic.

Banking
1988 Patricia Rohal of
Baton Rouge spends her days
enjoying her grandson. Her
husband, Francis Rohal ’78
(registered nursing), is employed as a nurse manager in
the psychology department of
Our Lady of the Lake Hospital in Baton Rouge, La.

Business
Administration
1973 Laurence Kilpatrick is the chief financial
officer for the United Church
of Christ Homes in Camp
Hill. He and his wife, Annette, live in Harrisburg.
1975 Dr. Jose Torres
of Aubrey, Texas, is the president of Torres International, a
management and marketing
company whose corporate
headquarters is New York
City. Dr. Torres has over 29
years of manufacturing, distribution and transportation industry experience, having
lead and held senior level
continued on page 33
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NCC ALUMNA Carmelina Lombardi ’05
Carmelina Carroccetto married Mario C. Lombardi Jr. last year. Carmelina earned
her degree in communication design and is currently working for Thornton Creative as
a graphic designer.
“Along my journey at NCC, I’ve met many supportive faculty and helpful students.
Entering the college, you’re immediately embraced by others around you. You can’t
help but be friends with your whole class. The NCC community is inviting and nurturing.
Looking back, NCC has given me many great memories.”

www.northampton.edu/alumni

ALumNi prOFiLe

Cecile Laurent-Atthalin ’96

excerpts from an e-mail

TRAVELOGUE
An Asian Road Show.
CECILE LAURENT-ATTHALIN
came to NCC from Paris as
an intern in 1993 and ended
up staying for three years.
She became a graduate as
well as personal friend to
many and is still in contact
with us. Cecile turned out
to be quite a world traveler,
going on to school in New
York, teaching and living
in Mexico and marrying a
Mexican man, then home to
Paris. She and her husband,
Rodrigo, continue Cecile’s
love affair with the world
on an Asian journey, visiting China, Tibet, India and
Thailand – and now, they’re
on to New Zealand and then
to South America. Through
it all, we’ve journeyed with
her by e-mail and the photos
she has sent us. Here’s a
photographic sampling of
her adventures so far. u
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By Jim Johnson

Above, Ha Long Bay, North Vietnam. Bottom, left to right: Taj Mahal, Agra, rice terraces in Longsheng,
south China, Cobra et son “maitre” a Jaipur, and by the steps of the Ganges River.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF CECILE

continued from page 30

sity in 2005. He is thinking
about pursuing a master’s degree so that he can teach on a
part-time basis. Nathan is employed by Youth Advocate
Programs in Bethlehem.

positions for multi plants in
international environments for
approximately 25 years. His
business experience has taken
him to many different foreign
countries. Dr. Torres has had
numerous successes with
company turnarounds and
new plant start-ups in domestic and foreign companies. His
belief that education, along
with experience, will keep
businesses in the forefront of
competition is further demonstrated by his continued focus
on his personal education.
Currently, Dr. Torres is pursuing a Ph.D. in international
business and has scheduled
seminars throughout different
countries.

1972 Richard Clewell is
an art director/senior graphic
design specialist at DEB SBS,
Inc. He and his wife, Donna,
live in Mooresville, N.C., and
have three children, Jason,
Brian and Dustin.

2004 Rosa Ferguson of
Easton is an administrative
assistant in the finance/operations division of NCC.

2005 Gregory Davidson of
Nazareth is an IT tech/CAD
draftsman at HB Engineers,
Inc.

Business Management

Computer Graphics

1990 Alice Karpa of Hellertown received a bachelor’s
degree from DeSales University in 1996. She is the president of Magyar & Associates
in Hellertown.

2003 Denom Krall of Andreas is a support center technician at NCC. He also
received an associate’s degree
in CIT – software, and a Web
site design diploma in 2003.

1995 Patricia Vertes
Burkholder of Tamarac,
Fla., is a senior A/P specialist/
supervisor at RailAmerica, Inc.
in Boca Raton, Fla.

Data Processing

Chemical Dependency
2000 Nathan Young of Allentown received a bachelor’s
degree from Kutztown Univer-

Commercial Art

Computer Aided
Design
1996 Stephen Eustis of
Easton is a design engineer at
Flexicon Corporation in Bethlehem.

1976 Joseph Lazorik of
Coopersburg is a Lehigh Valley piano entertainer specializing in honky-tonk style piano
and singalongs in the eastern
Pennsylvania and western New
Jersey areas. He received a
bachelor’s degree in 1986 and
a master’s degree in 1997 from
DeSales University. His Web
site is www.goodtimespianomusic.com.
1983 Margie Barry is a
Web developer at Lehigh University in Bethlehem. She and
her husband, Douglas, live in
Bethlehem.

Dental Assisting
1987 Erin Connors of
Plattsburgh, N.Y., is the 5:00 and
5:30 news anchor at WPTZ-TV
(NBC) in Burlington, Vt./Plattsburgh, N.Y., and is also a health
and medical issues reporter. Erin
graduated from Shippensburg
University with a degree in journalism. She began her career as a
newswriter at NewsChannel 8 in
Washington, D.C. After signing
on as lead anchor/health reporter
for KAAL-TV, she anchored the
Emmy-nominated program “Every 15 Minutes,” which focuses
on the tragic consequences of teen
drinking and driving. Erin’s work
has been recognized with a number of awards, among them the
NY Associated Press award for
General Excellence in Reporting,
the New Associated Press Feature
award and a National Telly Award.

Dental Hygiene
1977 Dawn Savaria is the
Web site owner of The Tooth
Fairy Shoppe in Franklin,
Mass. She and her husband,
Michael, live in Franklin,
Mass., and have two children,
Andy and Madison.
1984 Sherri Meyers of
Wind Gap is a professor of
dental hygiene at NCC. Sherri
received a bachelor’s degree
from Thomas Jefferson University in 1986 and a master’s
degree from the University of
Maryland in 1991.
2001 Rhonda Ann Nagy and
Mark Anthony Slavin of Conshohocken were married on
July 14 at St. Luke’s Church
in Stroudsburg. Rhonda is a
dental hygienist with Dr. Ken
Cirka in Philadelphia.

Design Tech/CAD
1987 Thomas Fitch is an
application/sales engineer at

FL Smidth Airtech, Inc. in
Bethlehem. He and his wife,
Beth, live in Bethlehem and
have three children, Caroline,
Katherine and Alexander.

Early Childhood
1972 Constance Krammes
of Easton retired two years ago
as principal of Lower Nazareth
Elementary School, after 32
years in public education. She
is currently an adjunct professor at NCC.
1998 Karen Lorenzen of
Honesdale is a 1988 graduate
of the dePaul School for children with dyslexia in Northeastern Pennsylvania. Karen,
her parents, Barbara and Ivan
Houghtaling, and her brother,
Edward, made a $25,000
contribution to the school’s
scholarship fund in appreciation of the education that she
received. Their wish is that all
children with dyslexia in the
region could attend the specialized school. After graduating
from dePaul, Karen earned an
associate’s degree from NCC
and today operates a day care
center in the Honesdale area.

Education
1973 Mary Futcher is an
assistant U.S. attorney in the
U.S. Attorney’s Office in Allentown. She and her husband,
Edward Gaughan, live in Haddonfield, N.J.
1975 Nancy Frey of Easton
is employed at the Hunterdon
Developmental Center in Clinton, N.J.
1991 James Wielgus received a bachelor’s degree in
psychology at Indiana University of Pennsylvania. He is a
police sergeant for the Stroudsburg Area Regional Police Decontinued on page 34
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Software Design Engineer

computer major lands at

MICROSOFT
Liang Zhang ’02 holds title and responsibility.

continued from page 33

partment in East Stroudsburg.
James and his wife, Lori, live
in Stroudsburg and have two
children, Joshua and Jeremy.
1998 David Z. Moyer of
Mechanicsburg received a
bachelor’s degree in business
administration with a major
in management information
systems from Bloomsburg
University. He is employed by
the administrative offices of
the Pennsylvania courts.
2004 Dawn Parker of Hellertown finished her student
teaching in the fall of 2006
and is currently pursuing a
career. She also teaches Irish
dance classes at Moravian
College and has her own
troupe that performs throughout the Lehigh Valley.

NEXT TIME A MICROSOFT
update pops up on your PC,
the program downloaded to
your computer could be the
work of one of NCC’s own.
Liang Zhang, a former computer science student, is now
a software design engineer
at Microsoft headquarters in
Redmond, Wash.
“Working for Microsoft
is a priceless experience,” he
said about starting a career
right out of college. “There is
no professor around to tell you
what you need to do. You don’t
want to be a burden on anyone,
and you don’t want to go and
ask people random questions
about things.”
It’s been a long road for
Zhang, a Chinese immigrant
who came to California as an
exchange student while he
was still in high school. Not
speaking English, Zhang had
to wrestle with learning a new
language as well as adjusting to
a very different culture.
After graduating from high
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school, Zhang wanted to continue his studies in the United
States. A friend of the family
told him about NCC’s international program. After obtaining
his student visa, Zhang traveled
across the country to begin
taking classes here. When he
decided on computer science, he
considered himself very lucky
to be able to make that choice.
“Maybe only one out of 200
students can study computer
science in China,” he said.
After two years at NCC,
Zhang transferred to the
University of Illinois for its
excellent computer science
program and encountered brand
new challenges in the very
hard, competitive program.
“There was a lot of homework
to do all the time,” Zhang said.
“I didn’t have a chance to enjoy
life.” But his hard work paid
off. He earned a bachelor’s
degree in computer science and
got his first job offer before he
even graduated.
Zhang feels a strong

dedication to his duties at Microsoft. After all, Microsoft
Office has 400 million users
worldwide. “It is such a responsibility,” Zhang said.
Last fall when Zhang returned to campus, he had a hard
time finding a parking spot. But
he was glad to see enrollment
is strong and more students are
able to take advantage of all that
Northampton has to offer.
The next time he returns
to campus, Zhang will be
greeted with recognition from
total strangers. This summer,
Zhang joined the ranks of featured NCC alumni who appear
in the College’s “Where are
YOU going?” promotional
campaign. Now his friends
back in Pennsylvania can see
him every day, bigger than
life, on billboards around
Northampton and Monroe
counties, while he’s working
away back in Washington
State on projects that affect
millions of computer users
around the world. u

Electronics
Technology
1977 Gary Keiper is a
senior systems engineer at
DBSi in Bethlehem. He and
his wife, Patricia, live in
Bethlehem with their children, Meghan and Adam.

Engineering
1970 Donald Seifert of
Bethlehem is employed at Mack
Trucks EDTC in Allentown.
1994 Tu Nguyen received a
bachelor’s degree from Lehigh University in 1997. He is
a senior project engineer, P.E.
at Louisberger Group, Inc. in
Florham Park, N.J. Tu and his
wife, Linh Vo, live in Bethlehem and have two children,
Thomas and Steven.

Family Child Care
2002 Tracey Brungard of
Lock Haven is a medical office administrator at the Lock
Haven Medical Center, Inc.

Filmless Imaging
1999 Kimberly Johnson of
Tamaqua is engaged to a wonderful man and is looking forward to her future. She
received a specialized diploma
from the McCann School of
Business in 2003.

Funeral Service
1991 Gary Raish of
Stroudsburg is a funeral director

at the Clark Funeral Home in
Stroudsburg where he has been
employed for almost 19 years.
1995 Bryan Rhoads of
Doylestown is a funeral director at Reed and Steinbach Funeral Home in Doylestown.
1996 Dedria Hartman recently became owner/funeral
director at the Hartman Funeral
Home, Inc. located in New
Ringgold. She is also employed
as a funeral director with the
Philip J. Jeffries Funeral Home
in Weatherly and the Joseph E.
Lehman Funeral Home, Inc. in
White Haven. Dedria and her
husband, Gregory Wentz, live
in New Ringgold.
2004 James Pusti, Jr. of
Hazleton is a funeral director
at the John J. Pusti Funeral
Home, Inc. in Hazleton.
2006 Anthony Borzellino
of Reading is a funeral intern
at the Walter R. Christ Funeral
Home in Laureldale.

General Education
1981 Donna Moore of High-

land Springs, Va., received a
bachelor’s degree in 1986 and a
master’s degree in education in
1989 from Virginia State University. She is a school nutrition
manager for Richmond Public
Schools in Richmond, Va.
1982 Thomas Campanella,
Jr. is the executive director
of the Dysart Community Center in El Mirage, Ariz. He received a bachelor’s degree from
DeSales University in 1990.
Tom and his wife, Yvette, live
in Buckeye, Ariz.
1986 Dennis Masser received a bachelor’s degree in
1989 from the Eastern Mennonite University and a master’s degree in 1990 from the
Eastern Mennonite Seminary.
He and his wife, Marlene, live
in Benton, Ark., and have a
daughter, Jennifer.

Hotel/Restaurant
Management
2006 Hope Marsh of Bath is
an innkeeper at The Lafayette
Inn in Easton.

Individualized
Transfer
2004 Rachel Mager of
Alexandria, Va., received a
bachelor’s degree from West
Chester University of Pennsylvania in 2006. She is an executive assistant at e-Copernicus
in Washington, D.C.

Indoor Environmental
Control
1999 Robert Deibert is
retired from Bethlehem Steel
Corporation, where he was a quality control leader. He and his wife,
Donna, live in Nescopeck.

Legal Assistant
1978 Karen Ritter is the
president of Strategic Communications Consultants. She and

her husband, Robert Wolper,
live in Quakertown.

Liberal Arts
1998 Joseph Fink received
a bachelor’s degree in music
from Moravian College in
2001. He is the music minister/
organist/choir director at St.
Paul’s Lutheran Church in
Easton. Joseph and his wife,
Amy Kissel ’99 (education),
’03 (practical nursing), live in
Easton and have a son, Joseph
Raymond, Jr.

Erin (GrifFin) McKinley and Manley McKinley are
proud to announce the birth of
their daughter, Maris Tegan, in
May 2006 in Charleston, S.C.
She weighed 8 lbs., 9 oz. Her
big sister, Rayna, who is 3
years old, is also very proud to
welcome her new sister, and
she enjoys helping mommy
take care of her. Erin is a stayat-home mom and enjoys every minute of it. She is also a
graduate of the College of
Charleston, earning a bachelor’s degree in psychology.
Erin and her family live in
Charleston, S.C.

Marketing
Distribution
1973 Patrick Landon of
Bethlehem is the owner/mortgage broker of Valley Wide Financial, LLC in Bethlehem.

Medical
Administrative
Assistant
2005 Lynn Anoai of White-

hall is pursuing an acting career.
She was an extra in Rocky
Balboa and in Shooter, and also
acted in a few independent
films. In March, she performed
in a TV show pilot episode as
one of the leading two roles.
This year Lynn has plans to travel to Belgium, Ireland, Paris,
Luxembourg and Holland.

Medical Laboratory
Technology
1985 Richard Walton of
Brockport, N.Y., received a
bachelor’s degree from the
University of Cincinnati this
year. He is the director of laboratory operations at ACM
Medical Laboratory, Inc. in
Rochester, N.Y.

Practical Nursing
1998 Barbara Schiavone
of Stroudsburg is a pediatric
nurse at Pocono Pediatrics.
2003 Erica Gordon of
Royersford is a licensed practical nurse at Professional Nursing
Services in Valley Forge.

Radiography
1989 Ruben Vargas of
Bethlehem is a regional manager/sales at Cook Medical in
Bloomington, Ind.
1992 Donna Litzenberger
of Hellertown is a mammographer at Lehigh Valley Hospital-Muhlenberg.

Radiology
1983 Karen Seier Filipowicz is an X-ray and CT
technologist at St. Luke’s Quakertown Hospital. She and her
husband, Thomas, live in Coopersburg. Karen has two children,
Stephen and Stephanie. They
have a cockapoo named Cocoa
and a cockatiel named Bernie.
continued on page 37
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Mike Albarell, Experienced Leader

leaving the
LIGHT ON
A mix of traditional and cutting-edge techniques.

Mike Albarell celebrates Albarell Electric’s 70th anniversary.

CHANCES ARE YOU’VE NOT
thought lately about fluorescent lights. Introduced by
General Electric in the 1930s,
Albarell Electric helped to
spread the word about the new
lights throughout the Lehigh
Valley in a way that benefited
the company and the new
technology. “My father was
looking for ways to draw attention to his business,” says
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Mike Albarell, “and he advertised the fluorescent lights on
the company’s service car in
the mid 1940s.”
Albarell Electric has
come a long way since
Albarell’s father, Mike Sr.,
first opened the doors in 1937.
As one of the Lehigh Valley’s
largest electrical contractors,
Albarell has played a key
role in the construction and

By Michael E. Nagel

renovation of a number of
local landmarks, while also
emerging as a key resource
for businesses and institutions
faced with electrical emergencies. And the secret to decades
of success? “We service the
customer,” Albarell says, “and
work with them to ensure
mutual success. We also have a
number of long-time employees – people with 38, 39 years.
They are well trained, and they
are committed to customer
service.” So far, that “secret”
has been a winning formula for
Albarell Electric: the company
is celebrating its 70th anniversary this year.
Albarell offers everything
you’d expect from a major
commercial and institutional
electrical contractor, including design, construction,
and repair and renovation of
every conceivable type, from
interior lighting to telephone
systems to maintaining highvoltage substations. “We do
get involved in a fair number
of emergencies,” Albarell explains, “and someone from our
company will respond within
an hour of the call, regardless of day or night.” True to
form, when a water leak and
subsequent explosion and fire
crippled the electrical distribution system on Northampton’s
Main Campus a few winters
back, Albarell Electric was on

the scene within hours; and
within days, they completed
repairs that were first estimated
would take months.
The company also boasts
a number of “signature services.” In a tribute to skilled
craftsmanship, their motor
shop offers diagnosis, repair
and rebuild on many types of
electrical motors, from small
to large. “We are, in many
cases, repairing one-of-a-kind
motors that would be difficult,
if not impossible, to replace,”
says Albarell.
Albarell Electric is also
a showcase for cutting-edge
technology. As a franchised
provider of TEGG Service
(a unique program providing
preventive maintenance for
electrical systems), Albarell
matches skilled technicians
with sophisticated analytical equipment and software
to focus on minimizing
power outages and potential
fire hazards. It’s a mix of
traditional and cutting-edge
techniques – and always, with
an unchanging focus on the
customer.
Mike Albarell is known
as an advocate for his
company, and for the Lehigh
Valley. A modest man, you
wouldn’t guess he had been
a platoon leader in the Army.
But perhaps it was that experience that helped make him the
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leader he is today. In addition to leading his company
through the working world of
competition, he is regarded as
a leader within the ranks of
the philanthropic. Albarell is
a tireless supporter of education as well, especially as it
benefits the development and
vitality of the local work force.
The Albarells, Mike
and his wife, Lynn, whom
he readily names as his
teammate, devote considerable time and resources to a
wide variety of community
organizations and endeavors,
including Notre Dame High
School in Bethlehem, from
which Albarell graduated;
and, among others, two terms
on the Bethlehem Chamber of
Commerce, Southside 2012,
Lehigh Valley Industrial Park,
the Bridges Foundation, and,
from 1990–1999, the Bethlehem Economic Development
Corporation (BEDCO).
Albarell has also served on
the College’s Foundation
Board twice, including a stint
as chair of the Foundation’s
Annual Fund.
The couple are true
friends and supporters of the
College, giving generously,
especially for the construction
of Northampton’s Conference
and Training Center. And
when the College unveiled its
Promises to Keep Campaign,
they enthusiastically offered
their support. “Over the years,
the Community College has
always been a big part of the
Lehigh Valley,” Albarell says,
“it’s really more like a family
than a business or an institution, and it’s a connection
that I’ve always been very
proud of.” u

2003 Ryan Matz of Laureldale is working at Reading
Area Community College as
the education media technician.
He was married in April 2005
and bought a house last year.

Real Estate
1982 Andrew Svaby of
Treichlers retired from the
U.S. Marine Corps in 2003.
He is employed by Day &
Zimmerman Security Services in Allentown.

Registered Nursing
1975 Richard Fuller
retired from Cedarbrook Lehigh County Nursing Home
in 1992 and has since worked
in Texas and Florida. He is
currently working as a consultant in Birmingham, Ala.
Richard and his wife, Karen,
live in Hoover, Ala., and have
a son, Nicholas, who is 9.
1991 Edith Berger of Jim
Thorpe is an emergency
room staff nurse at Gnaden
Huetten Memorial Hospital
in Lehighton.
1991 Susan McCauley,
RN, BSN is a registered nurse

at Lehigh Valley Hospital in
Allentown. She received a
bachelor’s degree from Hahnemann University. Susan and
her husband, William, live in
Bethlehem.
1996 Robin Gregus is a
nurse consultant at B. Braun
Medical in Bethlehem. She
and her husband, Teal, live in
Nazareth with their children,
Joslyn, Connor and Amelia.
2000 Jaime (Zamorsky)
Peters and her husband,
William, are proud to announce the birth of their son,
Brendan William on Jan.12,
weighing 7 lbs., 14 oz. They
also have a daughter, Jessalyn
who is 2. Jamie has accepted
a position as a registered
nurse at Lehigh Valley Hospital-Muhlenberg in Bethlehem.
They live in Easton.

Secretarial
Science Medical
1983 Patricia Heckman
recently accepted a position at
CIGNA Group Insurance in
Bethlehem. She is also
working as an independent
home-based travel agent for
Global Travel International.
Patricia and her husband,

Randy, live in Bangor. She
has two children, Crystal
and Rebecca.
1986 Jeannette (Waln)
Oaten is a paramedic for the
City of Bethlehem EMS. She
and her husband, Greg, live in
Easton.

Sport Management
1998 Kenneth George
Graner II and Lauren
Leigh Haines were married
on Aug. 5, 2006 at the Kemble Memorial United Methodist Church in Woodbury, N.J.
Kenneth is employed with
the Guardian Life Insurance
Company of America in Bethlehem. The couple lives in
Whitehall Township.

Veterinary
Technology
2001 Lisa Ann Vigliarolo and Robert Joseph
Duane IV were married on
Oct. 7 at the Regency House
Hotel in Pompton Plains, N.J.
Lisa Ann is employed as a
certified veterinary technician
with the Pocono Veterinary
Emergency and Critical Care
Center in Stroudsburg. She
and her husband live in Flanders, N.J. u

MemORiam
Mary Jane (Hemphill) Zonin,
retired from NCC since 1996,
after 27 years as professor
of English, passed away on
March 9. She will be remembered by faculty and staff,
and the many students she
taught and helped to succeed.
Mary Jane is survived by her
husband, Roger Zonin; her
father and her many relatives.

Robert Schanck, professor of
music at Northampton from
1968-1987, passed away April
25, after a short illness. Bob
was also a church organist and
choir director. He will be remembered by all of his friends
at NCC.
Rita DiDonato Rich passed
away on April 16. Among

other responsibilities she
held at the College, Rita was
NCC’s “voice” as its long-time
switchboard operator. She will
be missed by her family and
by all of us at NCC.
Murray Howden, father of
NCC’s culinary arts director,
continued on page 38
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Memorium, continued from page 37

Marcy Hedrick ’90

ANTARCTICA
Adventure translates to classroom learning.

Glaciers and South Pole wildlife make for good “lesson starters.”

NCC FAMILY LITERACY
tutor Marcy Hedrick turned
a recent cruise to Antarctica
into a learning experience
for her students. She and her
husband, Ben, spent nearly
three weeks in January of this
year traveling in Chile and
Argentina, and cruising to
Antarctica. Hedrick has used
stories of her travels and the
stunning photos she took as
conversation-starters, geography lessons and vocabulary
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instruction with her adult ESL
students. She’s been a volunteer tutor for nearly eight
years in Beth Kuehn’s family
literacy class at the Main
Campus.
Fabulous sights on the
trip included the Chilean
fjords, and mountainous
glaciers and icebergs “in a
hundred different shades of
blue.” And the weather in
Antarctica, Hedrick says,
was not as bad as one might

By Cynthia Tintorri

imagine. “It was summer
there, so average temperatures
were in the 30s and 40s. We
had only one day, on King
George Island, that was 31
degrees with sleet blowing
sideways – what I would think
of as ‘Antarctic weather.’”
The cruise ship, MV
Discovery, also made stops
at Paradise Harbor and Half
Moon Island. Groups of passengers were ferried ashore on
inflatable Zodiac craft. Once
there, the ship’s “Penguin
Police” made sure the sightseers’ wildlife encounters were
safe and appropriate.
And what wildlife! “We
saw six different species of
penguin, fur and elephant
seals, whales, and all kinds
of Antarctic birds,” says
Hedrick. The cruise season
for the Antarctic is only two
months long, but Hedrick
heartily recommends you
experience it “before global
warming happens and it’s not
there anymore!”u

Duncan Howden, passed
away on March 10. Murray
served in the Royal Canadian
Air Force during World War
II. An employment consultant
for Snelling and Snelling,
he was also a professional
watercolor artist and sculptor.
Murray will be missed by his
son and by his family.
Joseph Gerencser, an instructor in pipe fitting and
plumbing at NCC, after retiring from Bethlehem Steel,
passed away March 1. Joe
served in the Navy during
World war II; and, locally, he
served as Judge of Elections
for 24 years. In April, Joe and
his wife would have celebrated 57 years of marriage.
Lisa Gardner passed away
March 24. She was employed
by Bath & Body Works,
and most recently was the
manager of the company’s
store in Palmer Park Mall.
Lisa was a 1998 liberal arts
graduate of Northampton.
John Felker Jr. passed away
February 27. A 1971 graduate of NCC, he was a buyer
for Hess’s Department store
in Allentown; and then was
a warranty administrator and
computer operator for Brown
Daub Auto. John was active
with the Muscular Dystrophy
Association and WDIY National Public Radio. u

PHOTOS BY BEN HEDRICK

TO thE EDitor
DEAR EDITORS,
In the winter 2007 issue, an
article states that NCC has had an
intercollegiate wrestling program
for only five years. This needs
to be corrected. In the 1977-78
EPACC Wrestling League Season,
Ed Blanar (Bethlehem Catholic
Grad), Mike LaPorta (Saucon
Valley Grad and currently Assistant
Principal at Freedom High School),
Carlos Rivera (Liberty Grad),
Todd Holland ( East Stroudsburg
Grad--deceased), Mike Roseman
(Bethlehem Catholic Grad), Jay
Petchel (Saucon Valley Grad), Steve
Brynildson (Freedom Grad), and
John Lucik made up the 1977-78
wrestling season. The Spartans
gave up 12 points or more in
every match they wrestled and
closed out the season with a very
respectable 4-4 record, one of the
best seasons in NCACC wrestling
history.
At the end of the season Mike,
Carlos, Todd, and myself asked
Athletic Director Bill Bearse if we
can enter into the National Junior
College Wrestling Tournament. We
were told there were no funds, and
everyone in District 11 knew what
type of team we had. The talent we
had on this team from the nearby
high schools was equivalent to
having an All-Star Team.
I don’t know where you
received your information
but NCACC wrestling was a
powerhouse. We could have placed
nationally but we were short on
funds!
My plaque still hangs proudly
in my trophy room. If you only knew
what type of wrestling talent there
was in the Valley from the area high
schools during the ’70s! u
Sincerely,
Ed Blanar ’79

NCC
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A
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ALUMNI
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
AWARD TO
THE COMMUNITY

ALUMNI
DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE AWARD
TO NCC

ALUMNI
PROFESSIONAL
ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD

ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
EDUCATOR’S
AWARD

NCC HONORARY
ALUMNUS

Here’s your chance to nominate fellow alumni or
colleagues for their accomplishments and service.
Nominations are now being accepted for the
Alumni Association’s “Recipes for Success …
Alumni Awards Mixer” October 17, 2007.

Deadline July 13, 2007
For an entry form and detailed information, please visit
www.northampton.edu/alumni/award.htm

ALumNa reFLEctiON

Wow Moments

UNIVERSAL TRUTHS
The world through the eyes and lens of a Pulitzer Prizewinning photojournalist. By Carol Guzy ’77

Carol Guzy ‘77 has traveled around the world to chronicle acts of kindness and cruelty, nature’s beauty and fury, events that have
changed the world, and moments have meaning in everyday life. The images above capture turmoil in Haiti, famine in Ethiopia,
and the fall of the Berlin Wall.

PHOTOJOURNALISM HAS
taken me to distant lands where
I’ve experienced other cultures
and documented a vast range
of the human condition. I’ve
looked up close at the anguish
of conflict, the thrill of revolution, the rapture of liberation.
I’ve seen famines of biblical
proportions, watched communism crumble, trekked with
refugees and felt the spirit in
Sierra Leone amputees that
brutality could not extinguish.
Rebels there had a nasty habit
of cutting off the arms and legs
of children to intimidate the
population. These are the things
that rip your heart out and tear
at the very fiber of civilization.
I’ve seen wretched
poverty, men beaten to death
by mobs; children watching
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their parents die on the side of a
road, their whispers giving way
to eternal silence. The children
suffer for politics and ethnic
strife they do not yet even comprehend. I’ve seen the eyes of
evil, the hands of injustice and
the face of repression.
Riding in a boat past
homes and street signs in the
surreal landscape that was once
New Orleans, the silence was
deafening, the smell indescribable. Inside those flooded
homes were eerie mementos of
shattered destinies. Family photographs spoke mournfully of
the touchstones of life – graduations, weddings, baby showers.
Smiling faces hanging on walls
covered with mold, fading
more with each passing day and
serving as a painful metaphor

for the death of a city. In many
homes, the display included a
tenderly framed image of the
beloved family pet. Animals –
the most silent of victims, seen
in Katrina’s forsaken souls, lost
with their people in the mire of
archaic policy.
Watching the fall of the
Berlin Wall was a “wow”
moment – when you put the
camera down and pinch yourself to know it’s not a dream.
There are not enough “wow”
moments in life – which is why
they’re so very precious. The
morning the first chunk was
taken out of the historic divider
of two worlds, I found myself
in a crushing crowd unable to
see anything. One annoying
detail with photography is the
need to see your subject, so I

surveyed the scene and noticed
a very large sturdy German
male “tripod” smiling at me. He
graciously put me on his shoulders and spent one of the most
memorable moments of his life
with my cameras clanging off
his forehead.
In my travels, I’ve argued
with demented taxi drivers
to slow down in every conceivable language, been to
Magunga, Zaire and Kukes,
Albania, met Mohammed Ali
and Mother Teresa, and documented acts of dictators and
ordinary heroes.
I’ve walked with mountain gorillas in Rwanda, feeling
the deep bonds we have with
nature, and I am deeply saddened by the disregard and
destruction our species has

PHOTOS BY CAROL GUZY

wrought. The earth is sick
– perhaps a more vital threat
than terrorism or war.
I’ve stepped over bodies
piled deep under the muck
of a devastating mudslide in
Colombia and climbed to a
mountaintop with Haitians
who believe if they just get a
little closer to their God, he
may finally hear them. I’ve
photographed the first breath
of a baby and the unmistakable expression of death as the
light leaves someone’s eyes.
It’s photographs that become a
lasting and tangible memorial
for loved ones lost.
I’ve been humbled to
witness acts of grace by those
some would think the least
among us. People living in abject
poverty offer this stranger their
last piece of bread and shelter
from harm. They are not famous
or world leaders. Their success
is not measured by wealth or
even literacy, but by character
and virtues. Sometimes the
dignity with which people deal
with adversity is most revealing.
We are challenged not only
to examine issues and expose
problems but also to find poetry
in everyday lives.
It has been said that when
you make a photo, you take a
piece of the soul. As well, you
give a part of yours. There are
pieces of my soul scattered all
over the earth. Indeed, it’s what
makes me whole.
What have I learned
along the way? To tread
lightly, and with purpose. To
follow your heart and to trust
your gut. To keep the inquisitive eyes of a child.
And to cherish with every
breath, those elusive and transcendent “wow” moments. u

ANNIVERS
A
NNIVERSARY
ARY
Presidential
Ambassador Reunion
Tuesday, August 7
College Center,
Main Campus 6 p.m.

Early Childhood Education
ucation
Reunion Luncheon
Saturday, September 29
Reibman Hall, Main Campus
11:30 a.m.

Alumni Baseball Game
Saturday, August 25
Baseball Field,
Main Campus 1 p.m.

Hispanic Alumni
Mixer *
September 2007

Alumni Soccer Game
Saturday, August 25
Soccer Field,
Main Campus 2 p.m.

Alumni Awards Mixer
Wednesday, October 17
Alumni Hall, Main Campus
5:30 p.m.

Phi Theta Kappa Reunion/
Networking Mixer
Tuesday, September 18
Alumni Hall, Main Campus
6 p.m.

Community
Fabric Awards
Saturday, October 27
Spartan Center, Main Campus
6 p.m.

Class of 1967-69
Reunion Luncheon
Wednesday, September 19
Alumni Hall, Main Campus
11:30 a.m.

Office Administration/
Secretarial Science Reunion
Luncheon
Saturday, November 3
David A. Reed Community
Room, Main Campus
11:30 a.m.
Alumni
Basketball Games*
Sunday, November 4
Spartan Center
Alumni Art Show
Opening Reception
Thursday, November 8
Communications Hall, Main
Campus 5 p.m.

Athletic Hall of Fame
Induction Ceremony *
Thursday, November 29
Spartan Center, Main Campus
* Time/date to follow

alumni REUNIONS

The Alumni Association has a full schedule planned for this year’s
celebration of the College’s 40th anniversary. Check your mailbox for invitations and updates. For more information on these
events, contact the Alumni Office at alumni@northampton.edu or
610.861.5088.

www.northampton.edu/alumni
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